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SUMMARY
Additive Manufacturing (AM) or 3D printing presents the potential to fabricate parts
with novel mechanical properties by allowing control over the internal microstructure of
these parts. Lattices used for designing these microstructures are often defined by 3D ar-
rangements of balls and beams. Attempting to discover optimal structures with desired
mechanical properties, engineers explore variations: of the overall shape of these arrange-
ments; of the dimensions and placements of the balls; of the profile shape of the beams and
of the lattice connectivity that they form.
Current Solid Modeling technology only provides limited support for such explorations
for several reasons: (1) Each beam connects two balls. It is often desired to ensure that the
surface of the beam connects with tangential continuity to the surfaces of the two balls that
it joins. Furthermore, it is often desired to use beams with curved profiles and not just those
bounded by straight circular cone sections. The round-off errors resulting from computing
the intersections of such beams, and hence the precise boundary representation of the lattice
prohibit doing so reliably when the beams are relatively small compared to the overall size
of the lattice. (2) Microstructure lattices have extremely high complexity (possibly billions
of beams). Precise models of such structures are not supported by the current generation of
commercial modellers. Furthermore, it is prohibitive to compute mass properties of such
lattices by iterating over its balls and beams.
In this thesis, we propose to address both of these problems: (1) The challenge of de-
signing and modeling beams with curved profiles and of computing their boundary repre-
sentation reliably and accurately. (2) The challenge of precisely modeling highly complex
lattices with profiled beams and of efficiently computing their mass properties.
To address the first challenge:
1. We propose a family of beams, which we call the quador beams, that are bound by a
quadric-of-revolution (quador) surface abutting tangentially to the two balls. This family
xx
includes cone beams. We propose geometric constructions for quador beams, that have
simple mathematical expressions and provides intuitive control of its shape.
2. We propose three analytically exact representations, Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG),
Constructive Solid Trimming (CST), and Boundary Representation (Brep) of a lattice
with quador beams. Each of these representations is more suitable than others in effi-
ciently performing certain geometric queries on a lattice, e.g. CSG for Point Member-
ship Classification (PMC), CST for ray intersection, and Brep for minimum distance
query. We propose compact data structures to store these three lattice representations,
describe efficient methods to compute them, and provide associated operators to effi-
ciently query the lattice.
3. We propose a numerically robust approach to compute the topology of the Brep a lattice
of quador beams. In this approach we infer the topology of the Brep of the lattice from
the Brep of a polyhedral complex. This complex is formed by a set of linear half-spaces,
each of which trims a quador (or a ball) surface of the lattice. Our approach avoids com-
puting square roots (or any other irrational values) and involves only rational numbers
and basic arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) on
them.
To address the second challenge:
1. We propose a class of lattices, which we call the Steady Lattices. A steady lattice con-
sists of a three-directional tensor of cells of balls and beams that each connects two balls
in the same cell or in two different cells. We discuss rows of balls and beams in each
direction. In a steady lattice, all rows in at least one direction are steady, by which we
mean that each cell of balls in a row and the beams incident on its balls are related to
the previous cell by the same similarity transformation. We use an extremely concise
representation of the lattice: The balls and beams of a template cell, three transforma-
tions, and 3 repetition counts. Steady lattices are easy to compute and are amenable to
fast and robust queries.
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2. We propose closed-form expressions that exploit steadiness for computing mass proper-
ties (e.g., surface area, volume, center-of-mass) of a steady lattice in constant time per
steady row of cells of balls and their incident beams, i.e, without iterating over all of the
elements of the lattice.
Our work lays the foundation for designing enormously large (trillions of beams) and
complex (bent, graded and complex connectivity of beams) lattice microstructures for 3D
printed parts and forms the backbone of the state-of-the-art geometric applications devel-
oped for DARPA’s TRAansformative DESign (TRADES) project. Part of the research
reported in this thesis is published in the following papers [1, 2, 3, 4]:
[1] A. Gupta, G. Allen, and J. Rossignac, Quador: Quadric-of-revolution beams for
lattices, Computer-Aided Design, vol. 102, pp. 160–170, 2018.
[2] A. Gupta, G. Allen, and J. Rossignac, Exact representations and geometric queries
for lattice structures with quador beams, Computer-Aided Design, vol. 115, pp. 64–77,
2019.
[3] A. Gupta, K. Kurzeja, J. Rossignac, G. Allen, P. S. Kumar, and S. Musuvathy,
Programmed-lattice editor and accelerated processing of parametric program-representations
of steady lattices, Computer-Aided Design, 2019.
[4] W. Yaohong, A. Gupta, K. Kurzeja, J. Rossignac, CHoCC: Convex Hull of Cospher-




Objects fabricated by Additive Manufacturing (AM) owe their unprecedented mechanical
properties [5] to their architected internal microstructure [6]. Lattices offer a popular design
space for exploring and optimizing this internal microstructures [7, 8, 9]. Indeed, lattices
support a wide range of material structures and yet, because of the simplicity of their el-
ements, provide for an efficient analysis of the overall aggregate properties and behavior
[10].
In this thesis, we discuss algorithmic solutions for designing, modelling, displaying,
and querying lattices. Specifically, the tools proposed here improve the ability of a scientist
or an engineer to process, analyze, optimize, and print lattices of unprecedented complexity
(Fig. 1.1) and hence to explore and produce novel material structures with unprecedented
physical characteristics.
We define a lattice as a connected solid that can be expressed as the union of balls
and beams. The balls are pairwise disjoint and each ball is bounded by a sphere. Each
beam connects (i.e., is incident on) two of these balls. By controlling the position and
size of balls, and the thickness of the beams, the lattice may be optimized for an intended
application. Although we briefly discuss more general options, we focus on beams that
are each a solid-of-revolution (a solid obtained by rotating a plane profile curve around a
straight axis) around the axis containing the centers of its balls and that is bounded by three
or four faces, two of which are planar and the other lie on quadric surfaces. Although in
some applications, all balls may have the same radius, we focus on the more general cases
where they do not.
A simple version [11, 12] of the lattices defined above is where the beams are cone
beams (Fig. 1.2-left). As evident, in such a lattice, several beams are incident on a single
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Figure 1.1: Large and complex lattices: (left) Octet lattice - 7,680,000 beams, (middle)
Honeycomb-dual lattice - 64,800 beams, (right) octahedral lattice - more than 24 × 1012
beams.
ball. Hence even in a carefully designed lattice where two beams not incident on the same
ball are disjoint, the beams incident on the same ball may intersect. Such intersections
generate complex intersection curves (degree 4 curves in this case) and are difficult to
represent precisely and to process for queries on the lattice. Furthermore, these complex
intersections make it even more difficult to efficiently and closely estimate the surface area
and volume of such lattices, which is already difficult owing to the large number of balls
and beams in the lattice. One possible solution to circumvent some of these issues is to
inflate each ball so as to contain the intersection of its incident beams (Fig. 1.2-right). Then
all intersection curves are circles and it is possible to compute the exact surface area and
volume of the lattice, as beams are disjoint right circular cone frusta and balls are spheres
minus disjoint spherical caps. But adding inflated balls adds unnecessary weight to the
lattice, more so when the angle between the beams incident on a ball is small. Furthermore,
the isolated beam-ball junctions may form structurally weak spots. To summarize, even
for simple lattices of sphere balls and cone beams, it is challenging to compute the precise
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boundary (faces, edges, vertices) of the lattice, and to precisely compute the mass properties
(surface area, volume) of the lattice.
In this thesis, we propose to address both of these problems: (1) The challenge of de-
signing and modeling beams with curved profiles and of computing their surface reliably
and accurately. (2) The challenge of precisely modeling highly complex lattices with pro-
filed beams and of efficiently computing their mass properties.
We focus on osculating (kissing) beams with special properties (discussed in Ch. 4),
where the quadric surface(s) of a beam connects tangentially (with normal continuity) to
the surfaces of the two balls connected by that beam.
Figure 1.2: The subfigures above show simple lattices with cone beams. In the left sub-
figure, the intersections between surfaces of beams incident on a common node are quartic
(degree 4) intersection curves. In the right subfigure the balls are inflated so as to contain
the intersection between beams. Now the intersection curves are all circular but the weight
of the lattice has increased considerably and the junction where a beam meets the inflated
ball may become a structurally weak spot.
In Chapter 2, we discuss simplest version of such osculating beams called cone beams
(right circular cone-frusta) (Fig. 1.3). We review simple closed-form expressions for the
computing a convenient representation of a cone beam from the centers and radii of its two
balls.
Although osculating cone beams are sufficient for a broad set of applications, lattice de-
sign and optimization may sometimes be improved by providing support for more general
beams.
3
Figure 1.3: A cone beam (brown) between two spheres (green and magenta). The surface
of the cone (brown) connects smoothly to the surfaces of the two balls.
In Chapter 3, we discuss beams that are bound by a quadric-of-revolution surface de-
fined by a conic profile. We call these beams quador beams, where ”quador” stands for
”quadric-of revolution”. The cone beams discussed in the previous chapter are the simplest
version of quador beams, wherein the profile curve is a straight-line. We discuss other
options that we considered and our rationale for advocating quador-beams over them. We
discuss an intuitive scheme to define and control the shape of a quador beam and provide
associated analytical expressions that are remarkably simple. We also discuss biquador
beams, that are similarly simple to describe, yet are more versatile than quador beams.
While a quador beam has a single quador surface, a biquador beam has two tangentially
connected quador surfaces that bound the beam. Finally we discuss benefits of quador and
biquador beams over simple cone beams.
Figure 1.4: The left subfigure shows a quador beam (brown) connecting two spheres (green
and magenta). The quadric surface of the beam (brown) connects smoothly to the surfaces
of the two balls. The right subfigure shows a biquador beam connecting two spheres. The
biquador beam is bound by a left quador surface (light brown) which connects smoothly to
the left ball, and a right quador surface (light magenta) that connects smoothly to the right
ball, and the two quador surfaces connect smoothly to each other.
After describing quador and biquador beams, we bring the focus back to the lattices of
such beams, wherein the challenge is to compute the intersections of the surfaces of these
beams, reliably and accurately.
In Chapter 4, we first introduce a new entity that we call a hub and, discuss decom-
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posing a lattice of quador beams into an assembly of hubs. A hub is defined as the union
of a ball and its incident half-beams (one half of a beam that is split into two halves)
(Fig. 1.5-right). We discuss special properties of a hub, specifically that the intersection of
the surfaces of two half-beams of a hub is planar and is in fact a conic curve. Hence if we
assume that the lattice is clean, i.e., the hubs of the lattice are disjoint (other than two hubs
touching at disks where a common beam between the two hubs is split), all intersection
curves in a lattice of quador beams are conic curves. Conic curves have both implicit and
parametric representations and are much simpler to work with than degree 4 intersection
curves of two quadric surfaces in general.
Figure 1.5: The subfigure on the left shows a portion of a lattice with quador beams. Here
we consider a lattice as the union of balls and beams. We split each beam into two half-
beams and define an entity called “hub”, as the union of a ball and its incident half-beams.
The subfigure on the right shows the same portion of the lattice as in the left subfigure, but
now we show the lattice as an assembly of hubs, each in a different color.
Having a lattice with curved profile beams (quador beams) and all intersection curves
as conics is remarkable. What we need now is a lattice representation, that is compact, have
exact curves and surfaces instead of their polygonal approximations, and supports efficient
processing of queries on the lattice.
In Chapter 5, we discuss computing three different representations of a hub. Extend-
ing these representations to a clean lattice, i.e. an assembly of disjoint hubs is trivial. We
discuss 1) the CSG (Constructive Solid Geometry) representation wherein a hub is the
union of its balls and half-beams, 2) the CST (Constructive Solid Trimming) representa-
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tion, which is the union of solid chunks, each chunk corresponds to a beam (or the ball) of
the hub and is a quador half-space trimmed by several linear half-spaces (trimming polyhe-
dron), and 3) the Brep (Boundary representation), i.e. the geometry and the connectivity
of the faces, edges and vertices of the hub (Fig. 1.6). We discuss corner table data structure
[13] to compactly store and efficiently operate on these representations.
Figure 1.6: Three representations of a hub. Each one is more suitable to perform certain
queries on the hub than the others.
Although exact in terms of the nature of the geometry (analytical as opposed to polyg-
onal approximation) of the underlying curves and surfaces, the representations discussed
above may suffer from topological inaccuracies due to numerical round-off errors, e.g. a
candidate intersection of three surfaces of a hub may be wrongly classified as a vertex of
the Brep of that hub when it is not, as it lies inside other beams of that hub.
In Chapter 6, we discuss a simple and numerically robust method to compute the correct
topology of a hub. Our method exploits the fact that we can associate a polyhedral complex
(Fig. 1.7) to a hub, each room of this complex corresponds to the trimming polyhedron of
a beam (or the ball) of the hub. We first discuss numerically robust computation of a dart
[14] based representation of the trimming complex of the hub and then write the operators
to traverse the boundary (faces, edges, vertices) of that hub indirectly in terms of the dart
operators of its trimming complex. In our simplified approach, we only need to deal with
signs of numbers with non-nested square roots and we discuss efficient ways to compute
that precisely.
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Figure 1.7: A hub and its polyhedral trimming complex. Each room of the complex (a
polyhedron) trims a beam (or the ball) of the hub.
Once we have numerically robust representation of hubs with profiled beams, the next
challenge that needs to be addressed to support extremely large and complex lattices (Fig. 1.1)
is the fast and accurate processing its hubs. This requires representing the lattice and there-
fore its hubs in a form that is easy to compute, compact to store and is amenable to fast and
robust queries.
In Chapter 7 we propose a class of lattices that we call steady lattices. A steady lattice
is defined by a small program (approx. 50 lines), can smoothly bend, grade (thickness of
beams) and twist, has only quadric surfaces and conic curves, and only a few control pa-
rameters. All these properties makes steady lattices extremely efficient for designing large
and complex lattice microstructures. The lattices shown in Fig. 1.1 are all steady lattices.
The research on steady lattices is done collaboratively with my colleague Kelsey Kurzeja.
In this thesis, I state the definition of steady lattices (which stems from this collaborative
effort), as that is necessary for clarity, besides that I report only my individual contributions
on steady lattices.
A common objective of modeling the interior of a 3D printed part with lattice mi-
crostructures is to increase the strength to weight ratio of the part, i.e. to reduce the overall
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weight of the part while maintaining required strength. For other applications (e.g. heat
transfer, adsorption), it may be required to increase the surface area to volume ratio of the
lattice. To achieve these objectives, it may be required to compute the mass properties,
such as the surface area or the volume of the lattice microstructure. It may not be viable to
compute the surface area or volume of such a large lattice by iterating over its billions of
elements.
In Chapter 8, we provide closed-form expressions for accelerated computation of the
mass properties, i.e. the surface area, the volume, and the center of mass of a steady lattice.
We exploit the special property of a steady lattice that it consists of steady rows of hubs,
by which we mean that a hub in that row is related to the previous hub in that row by the
same similarity transform. Thus the mass property, e.g. the volume of all the hubs in that
row is computed from the volume of the first hub in that row, the similarity transform of
that row, and the number of hubs in that row. We provide closed-form expressions to do so
and discuss a simple approach to efficiently and closely approximate the mass properties
of a single hub.
Finally in Chapter 9, we discuss advantages of special properties of quador beams and
of representations of lattices of quador beams to efficiently perform fundamental geometric
queries, such as PMC, minimum distance, ray intersection, slicing, volume meshing on a
lattice. For example, for a clean lattice which is an assembly of non-interfering hubs, a
query may be distributed (for parallel processing) over all the hubs of that lattice. Further-
more, for a clean steady lattice, we may first efficiently identify a small set of candidate
hubs [15] and then distribute the query only on those hubs. Thereafter, for a single hub,
we choose the most suitable representation (CSG,CST, or Brep) of that hub to perform that
query.





As mentioned in the introduction, our focus in this thesis is on beams that each connects
two balls, is a solid-of-revolution with axis passing through the centers of the two balls,
and is bounded by a quadric-of-revolution surface that connects tangentially to the surfaces
of the two balls. The simplest of these beams is what we call a cone beam [16]. A cone
beam is a right circular cone frustum, with axis of the cone passing through the centers of
the two balls and the surface of the cone connects tangentially to the surface of the two
balls (Fig. 2.1).
(a) Two balls (b) Two balls with a cone
beam between them
(c) The cone beam
Figure 2.1: A cone beam (brown) between two spheres (green and magenta). It is a right
circular cone frustum. The surface of the cone (brown) connects smoothly to the surfaces
of the two balls.
A cone beam is defined implicitly from the centers and radii of its two balls. In the next
section, we provide simple closed-form expressions to construct a cone beam.
2.1 Construction of a cone beam
Given two balls with centers (C1, C2) and radii (r1, r2) (Fig. 2.2), we consider the cross-
section in a plane passing through the centers of the two balls. In that cross-section we
obtain a circle from each of the two balls. We compute an outer tangent PQ (tangent
that does not intersect the line joining the centers of the two circles) using the following
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expressions. Please refer to Appendix A for notations used in the equations below:
Figure 2.2: Given two balls, the figure above shows the cross-section in a plane passing
though the centers of the two balls. We compute the common tangent PQ and revolve it
around the axis (dotted line) passing through the two ball centers to construct the surface
of the cone beam. The shaded (brown) region corresponds to the cone beam.
P = C1 + r1 cos (α)
−−−→




Q = C2 + r2 cos (α)
−−−→










We then revolve the profile, i.e. the line segment PQ around the axis passing through
the centers C1 and C2 to create the surface-of-revolution of the cone beam. This surface
touches the surfaces of each of the two balls in a contact circle. The region bounded by
this cone surface and the disks corresponding to the two contact circles is the solid-of-
revolution that we call a cone beam. Note that the union of the two balls and the cone beam
is the convex hull of the two balls.
As described above, cone beams are simple to construct. Furthermore, they being conic
frustum, a solid primitive, are well supported by CAD packages and are becoming one
of the common beam formats for modeling lattice structures in 3D printing industry [17].
Fig. 2.3 shows a lattice with cone beams.
Though sufficient for many applications, cone beams are limiting in design freedom.
As a cone beam is implicitly defined by its two balls, there is no degree of freedom left
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Figure 2.3: A lattice with cone beams
to control the shape of the beam independent of the two balls. This severely restricts an
engineer’s ability to optimize the lattice. For example, growing a ball will thicken all beams
incident on that ball, which may not allow engineers to create thinner and thicker beams
along specific directions. In the next chapter, we propose a new family of beams that like





In the previous chapter we discussed the simplest version of solid-of-revolution (a solid
obtained by rotating a plane profile curve around a straight axis) beams between two balls,
that we called the cone beams. For a cone beam the profile curve is a straight line. In
this chapter we propose a family of solid-of-revolution beams, wherein the profile curve
is a conic and is symmetric about the axis-of-revolution. The surface thus generated is a
quadric-of-revolution surface [18], which in short we call a quador surface, and the corre-
sponding beam a quador beam [1]. Fig. 3.1b shows an example of a quador beam and a
lattice constructed from quador beams.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: A cone beam and a lattice with cone beams (left). A quador beam and a lattice
with quador beams (right).
When selecting the mathematical nature of the curved beams that should be supported
in a CAD/CAM system, one may consider the following metrics: (1) The range of possible
beam-shapes that it supports, (2) The possibility of exposing a small set of intuitive param-
eters for controlling the beam-shape precisely, (3) The mathematical complexity, compu-
tational cost, and numerical accuracy of queries, such as Point-Membership Classification,
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Ray-Casting, or Boundary Evaluation.
In Section 3.1, we define our metrics more precisely, and use them to assess prior art
and other alternatives that we have considered. In Section 3.2, we propose intuitive and
effective control parameters for quador beams and provide closed-form expressions for
computing their precise geometry. We also illustrate the range of shapes that quador beams
offer. In Section 3.3, we propose an extended family of quador beams which have not one
but two quador surfaces that each connects smoothly to a ball and the two surfaces connect
smoothly to each other. We call these beams biquador beams. We propose an intuitive
parameterization of biquador beams and provide details of their construction.
3.1 Prior art and alternatives explored
Given circles C1 and C2 (Sec. 2.1), we present several options for a profile C that connects
to C1 and C2 with tangential continuity (Fig. 3.2). C is invalid if it crosses axis A passing
through the centers of C1 and C2.
Figure 3.2: Simple Profile Curves: Line (red), Parabola (blue), general Conic (green).
Line: We have discussed this case (Fig. 3.3) in Chapter 2. Max [19] called them
“cone-spheres” and used them to approximate and render tubular structures. Note that this
solution has no degree-of-freedom and hence does not offer any control parameter.
Conic: Given two points and associated tangent directions, we can construct a conic
section curve C that smoothly connects the circles C1 and C2 (green curve in Fig. 3.2).
Equivalently, we can think of C as a rational quadratic Bézier curve. There is one free
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Figure 3.3: Cross-section (left) with profile curve (red), axis (black) and beam (right).
parameter, which we can fix by specifying a conic shape parameter or (equivalently) the
weight assigned to the middle control point in the rational Bézier form. One option is to
set this weight equal to 1, which produces a parabola (blue curve in Fig. 3.2). Revolving
such a conic around the axis of the beam yields a surface defined by an implicit equation
of degree 4.
Symmetric conic: We can restrict C to be a conic of which axis-of-symmetry is the
axis-of-revolution of the beam. The resulting surface is a quadric-of-revolution (i.e. a
quador) surface, so it has an implicit equation of degree 2. Quadrics-of-revolution pro-
vide a rich set of primitives for Geometric and Solid Modeling and have been studied by
Goldman [18] and others. Most relevant to our work is the paper by Jia et al. [20], which
calls them “Revolute Quadrics” (abbreviated RQ) and proposes closed-form expressions
for computing their profile curves. Fig. 3.4 shows hyperbolic and elliptic profiles and the
resulting quador beams.
Figure 3.4: Quador beams.
Circular arc: In this construction, curve C is a circular arc tangent to the circles C1
and C2, as shown in Fig. 3.5, and the resulting surface S is a portion of a torus. If the beam
shape is convex, the toroidal surface is self-intersecting and we use a subset that is inside,
and not on the boundary of, the solid torus.
The circular arc C has one remaining degree of freedom, which can be fixed in a variety
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of different ways. For example, we may specify the radius of C, or a “bulge” or “sag”
parameter, as in [21]. Alternatively, we may require C to pass through a given point, or to
be tangent to a third circle.
Figure 3.5: Circular Arc beams.
Biarc: If we choose contact points on the circles C1 and C2, then we have two points
and two tangent directions that the curve C must interpolate. There are several different
types of curves that can be used, as discussed in the next few sections. One interesting
option is a biarc [22, 23], which consists of two circular arcs that join tangentially. The
biarc curve has one remaining degree of freedom that can be specified in several different
ways, as described in [24]. Three examples are shown in Fig. 3.6. The resulting beam is
composed of two smoothly joined torus pieces.
Figure 3.6: Biarc beams.
Symmetric biconic: Another option is to use two symmetric conic curves that join
each other with tangent continuity. The resulting beam consists of two smoothly connected
quador surfaces, so we call it a biquador beam. Some examples are shown in Fig. 3.7.
Parametric cubic: Instead of a biarc, we may use a parametric cubic curve to inter-
polate the point and tangent end-conditions. Glassner [25] proposed to specify C as a
cubic Hermite curve controlled using the point at which the tangent lines cross or using
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Figure 3.7: Biquador beams.
two points to define a Bézier control polygon.
Parametric quintic curve: We explored defining C as a quintic parametric curve that
connects to both circles with second degree continuity. Fig. 3.8 exhibits the diversity of
this family.
Figure 3.8: Quintic beams.
3.1.1 Rationale for advocating quador and biquador beams
In this section, we compare the design flexibility and computational cost of various beam
shapes, and explain why we advocate the use of quador and biqador beams.
Ease of Computation: In general, if the profile curve can be represented by an implicit
equation of degree n, then the resulting surface-of-revolution will be an implicit surface of
degree 2n. However, if the profile curve is symmetric about the axis-of-revolution, then the
degree of the surface is reduced to just n [26]. So, we achieve a significant reduction in
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surface degree by using symmetric conics to define quador and biquador beams.
The degree of the surfaces has a direct impact on the cost of doing basic computations
on a beam. For example, to perform ray-casting on a surface of degree n, we must calculate
the roots of a polynomial of degree n. If n = 2, this is trivially easy. If n = 4, the
roots can be calculated from closed-form formulae. If n ≥ 5, numerical methods are
required. Similar arguments apply when computing planar cross-sections for traditional
additive manufacturing processes: cross-sectioning quador surfaces is easy, as outlined in
Section 4.2.2, but cross-sectioning surfaces of higher degree is considerably more difficult.
Flexibility: To compare various beam formulations on the flexibility of designing a
variety of beams, we examine the number of degrees of freedom that remain in the curve
C after we have constrained it to be tangent to the circles C1 and C2. Fig. 3.9 summarizes
the considerations of flexibility versus ease of computation that we have discussed above.
Figure 3.9: For each type of profile curve, we indicate its design flexibility (degrees of
freedom) and the degree of the resulting surface-of-revolution.
As the chart shows, quador and biquador beams provide adequate design flexibility with
computational costs that are no higher than simple cylinders and cones.
Boundary evaluation: When computing a Brep for some portion of a lattice, we have
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to intersect pairs of quador surfaces that are tangent to a given ball. As explained in Sec-
tion 4.2, the intersection of two quador surfaces that are tangent to a common sphere are
conic (planar) curves. Furthermore, each vertex of the Brep is the intersection of a line
with a quadric surface. So, the Brep may be obtained using simple closed-form calcula-
tions. Other beam representations involve more complex intersection curves. These can
either be represented procedurally, which incurs large computational costs, or by spline
approximations, which require careful handling of approximation tolerances.
Overall, quador and biquador beams provide a good trade-off between design flexibility
and ease of computation, and, when joined at common tangent spheres, they allow for
simple and efficient boundary evaluation. So, in a geometric modeling system based on
these types of shapes, we would expect the computational code to be small, fast, reliable,
and relatively easy to develop. Small code size has a major impact on development costs.
In addition, small size is an important factor in cloud architectures, where code is often
transferred across wide-area networks.
3.2 Construction of a quador beam
Jia et al. [20] computed the implicit equation of the symmetric conic in a frame with origin
at the center of one of the circles and the axis-of-revolution as its x-axis. Our approach is
similar, but we use a somewhat different frame to exploit symmetry and keep the number
of parameters to a minimum.
3.2.1 Construction in a symmetric frame
We use a coordinate system as shown in Fig. 3.10, which places the centers of the circles
C1 and C2 at coordinates (−1, 0) and (1, 0) respectively. Without loss of generality, we
may assume that the radii of the two circles satisfy r1 ≤ r2.
Any conic section curve (ellipse, hyperbola, or parabola) that is symmetric about the
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Figure 3.10: Construction in a symmetric frame.
x-axis can then be represented by a quadratic equation in the general form:
ax2 + y2 + 2bx+ c = 0 (3.1)
We need to find values of a, b, c that will make this curve tangent to the two given
circles C1 and C2. Tangency to the two circles will fix only two of these three parameters.
So, for the time being, we let a be a free input variable that controls the shape of the conic,
and we calculate b and c as functions of a. Later, we will replace a by a different free
parameter that has a more clear geometric meaning.
To further exploit symmetry, we define r = (r2 + r1)/2 and d = (r2 − r1)/2, i.e.
r1 = r−d and r2 = r+d. With these definitions, the equations of our two circles become:
C1 : (x+ 1)
2 + y2 = (r − d)2 (3.2)
C2 : (x− 1)2 + y2 = (r + d)2 (3.3)
To find the points where the general conic intersects circle C1, we eliminate y2 from
(3.1) and (3.2). This gives us
ax2 + 2bx+ c = (x+ 1)2 − (r − d)2 (3.4)
If the conic and circle are tangent, then this equation will have repeated roots, so it’s
discriminant will be zero. So, we equate the discriminant to zero, and solve for c. Then,
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(b− 1)2 −m(r − d)2 +m
]
(3.5)





(b+ 1)2 −m(r + d)2 +m
]
(3.6)
We equate the two expressions for c from (3.5) and (3.6), and solve for b:
b = dmr (3.7)












d2 − r2 (3.8)
If we substitute b from (3.7) and c from (3.8) back into (3.4), we get an equation that we
can solve to obtain the x-coordinate of the tangency points on circle C1. Straightforward




(dmr − 1) ; y1 = ±
√
r21 − (x1 + 1)2 (3.9)




(dmr + 1) ; y2 = ±
√
r22 − (x2 − 1)2 (3.10)
3.2.2 Control of a beam’s shape by parameter a of its symmetric-conic profile
Jia et al. [20] discusses the correspondence between the sign of parameter a and of another
parameter g = b2/a−c. However, they do not specifically state the minimum and maximum
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values of a that bound the valid set of profiles. By valid we mean, a profile that is tangent
to the two given circles and produces a singly connected solid-of-revolution. For example,
Fig. 3.11 shows two invalid profiles.
Figure 3.11: Invalid profiles for constructing a quador beam. The profile in the left sub-
figure does not produces a singly connected solid-of-revolution and the profile in the right
subfigure looses contact with the green circle.
The table below and Fig. 3.12 shows the types of beam shapes corresponding to various
values of a
Table 3.1: Values of a and corresponding beam type

















< a < 0 Pink Hyperbola
a = 0 Magenta Parabola
0 < a ≤ dr + d− r
dr + d− r − 1
Orange Ellipse
amax =
dr + d− r
dr + d− r − 1
Red Limit ellipse
Note that the pink colored hyperbola in Fig. 3.12 is a horizontally opening hyperbola
with its single branch forming the beam (also shown explicitly in Fig. 3.13). The limiting
ellipse described in the last row of the table touches the smaller of the two circles at a single
point.
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Figure 3.12: Symmetric conics produced by changing parameter a, dark green: valid conic
with minimum thickness, cyan: hyperbola opening along y-axis, black: cone, pink: hy-
perbola opening along x-axis, magenta: parabola, orange: ellipse, red: valid conic with
maximum thickness.
Figure 3.13: Hyperbola with single branch forming the beam.
The parameter a (or m = a− 1) provides an algebraic control of the profile curve. This
control scheme is not very intuitive. We propose below a new control parameter that has a
clear geometric interpretation, and is more intuitive to work with.
3.2.3 Control of a beam’s shape by tangency to a mid-circle that can shrink or grow by
thickness ’t’
We propose to introduce a third circle, C3, centered at the origin, and we require our
symmetric conic to be tangent to it as well (Fig. 3.14). In other words, C3 is mid-way
between the centers of the original two circles, so it is in the “middle” of the beam, in some
sense. We denote the radius of this circle by r+ t, where t is a “thickening” parameter. If
t = 0, the conic will be a straight line tangent to all three circles, shown as a dashed black
curve in Fig. 3.14, and the resulting beam is a cone beam. Negative values of t produce
thinner beams, while positive values of t make thicker beams.
The equation of our third circle, C3, is x2+y2 = (r+t)2. Using the same “discriminant =
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Figure 3.14: Control by mid-circle tangency.
0” technique as in Section 3.2.1, and using expressions for b and c in Eq. 3.7 and Eq. 3.8
respectively, we can show that the conic is tangent to the circle C3 if
m =
1
d2 − t2 − 2rt− 1
(3.11)
Sincem = a−1, we can compute a in terms of t and use t as the controlling parameter.
a(t) =
d2 − t2 − 2rt
d2 − t2 − 2rt− 1
(3.12)
3.2.4 Valid values of ’t’ and the corresponding shapes of the beam
The minimum value of t will correspond to the hourglass shape, and can be computed by
equating amin (Table 1) to a(t) from Eq. 3.12. Which considering r + tmin > 0 gives:
tmin = d− r (3.13)
The max value of t will correspond to the elliptical shape when the profile curve loses
tangency with the smaller circle. It can be computed by equating amax (Table 1) to a(t)
from Eq. 3.12. This gives a quadratic in t, and we pick the larger root:
tmax = −r +
√
d2 + (r − d)(r + 1) (3.14)
Fig. 3.15 shows, the symmetric conics produced by varying t in steps of 0.025. The
straight line (black) corresponds to t = 0. Note that constant increments of t give approxi-
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mately constant deformations of the profile curve.
Figure 3.15: Symmetric conics for a range of t values.
3.2.5 Control of a beam’s shape by waist thickness, i.e. minimum or maximum thickness
of the beam
Observe that neither a, nor t provide a direct control over the min or max cross-section
of the beam. We refer to this cross-section as waist and corresponding beam diameter
as waist-thickness w. For example, in Fig. 3.16, observe that even though mid-circle has
non-zero radius, the waist-thickness w is close to zero.











b2/a− c at (−b/a, 0) (3.16)
Figure 3.16: Thin waist forming away from origin (center of C3).
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We can then invert Eq. 3.16 to express a as a function of w, but the equations are non-
linear. Moreover, the waist can occur outside of the beam (see Fig. 3.17).
Figure 3.17: Waist forming outside the beam.
We therefore recommend control by mid-circle tangency (Sec. 3.2.3), i.e. by parameter
t, for which the equations are relatively simple and the results are intuitive (Fig. 3.15).
3.3 Construction of a biquador beam
Assume circles, C1 (green) and C2 (blue) in the plane. Let A be the axis through their
centers. We want a biconic (Sec. 3.1) that is symmetric with respect to A, that is made of
two smoothly connected symmetric conic sections and that is tangent to these two circles
(see Fig. 3.18).
To relate this solution to the one described in the previous section, we present our
solution in terms of a third circle Cm (black) with its center on A, and that is tangent to
the biconic at the junction point X between its two conic parts. Let θ be the angle between
the normal
−→
N at X and the axis A. One can control the shape of the biquador beam by
adjusting the point X and the angle θ.
In Fig. 3.18, we show three vertical lines (L1, Lm, and L2) that pass through the tan-
gential control point of the biconic on each circle.
We reduce the computation of a biquador beam to two simpler problems, one on each
side of Lm. In each sub-problem, we are given an axis A, a circle C (standing either for C1
or for C2) that has radius r, a point X , and a unit normal
−→
N . We want a symmetric conic
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Figure 3.18: Symmetric biconic construction.
Q that is tangent to C and that passes through X with normal
−→
N at X . This configuration
is shown in Fig. 3.19.




We choose the origin to be the center of C and axis A as the x-axis. We compute the
equation of conic Q as follows:
From classical analytic geometry (e.g. Art. 254 on page 212 of [27]), we know that for
any given real valued λ the equation
x2 + y2 − r2 + λ(x− d)2 = 0 (3.17)
represents a conic Q that is tangent to the circle C at the two points where it intersects
the vertical line x = d. We solve for λ and d as follows:
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Conic Q passes through the given point X = (p, q) if:
p2 + q2 − r2 + λ(p− d)2 = 0 (3.18)
We then differentiate Eq. 3.17 to compute the slope s of the normal to the conic Q. At X ,
s = tan θ, which gives:
s =
q
d− p(1 + λ)
(3.19)
We then solve the system of equations (3.18) and (3.19) to obtain:
d =





Fig. 3.20 shows examples of symmetric biconics. Fig. 3.21 shows examples of biquador
beams constructed using symmetric biconics. Biquador beams make it easier to use waist
thickness as a way to control the shape of the beam. For this, we fix θ = 90◦. Results are
shown in Fig. 3.22.
Figure 3.20: Symmetric biconics of the same two circles.
Figure 3.21: Biquador beams of the same two balls.
3.4 Experimental validation of our approach to construct quador beams
We have tested our approach (Sec. 3.2.3) to construct a quador beam on a pair of balls.
In our tests, we vary the radii of the balls and distance between them. For fixed values of
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Figure 3.22: Examples of biquador beams between identical pairs of balls. The beams have
different shapes but same minimum or maximum waist thickness.
radii and distance between the two balls, we incrementally vary the thickening parameter
t from its minimum value (Eq. 3.13) corresponding to an hourglass shape (Fig. 3.12) to
its maximum value (Eq. 3.14) corresponding to an ellipsoid shape (Fig. 3.12). Fig. 3.15
in Sec.3.2.4 shows profile curves corresponding to a subset of valid values of t. Outside
of the valid range for t, we obtain invalid profile curves, such as those shown in Fig. 3.11.
Similarly, we tested our biquador beam construction (Sec. 3.3) for different pairs of balls.
For each pair, we gradually vary the three control parameters (coordinates of point X and
angle θ) to create a variety of biquador beams.
3.5 Engineering benefits of quador beams
In previous sections, we have shown that the computational complexity of quador beams is
no worse than cylinder or cone beams. However, from an engineering perspective, lattices
constructed from quador beams have some significant advantages, which are described in
this section.
In order to increase their strength-to-weight ratio, microlattices are often optimized by
varying the diameters of their nodes and beams.If a lattice has cylindrical beams, then the
tangency condition that we have used means that all beams and all nodes will have the
same diameter, so there is only a single variable that can be used in editing and optimiza-
tion. Freedom can be increased by relaxing the tangency condition, but then beam/beam
intersections become much more complex, and it is impossible to derive any computational
benefit from the properties discussed in this thesis.
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For lattices with cone beams and with tangent node/beam junctions, thickness gradation
can be achieved by changing the diameters of the nodes. This implicitly fixes the diameters
of the beams. With this approach, it is impossible to make beam thickness dependent on
the beam orientation, which restricts opportunities for optimization.
In lattices with quador or biquador beams, beam diameters can be controlled indepen-
dently of node diameters. For example, with quador beams, the thickening parameter t
discussed in Sec. 3.2.3 can be used as one of the design variables. The increased freedom
does not adversely affect the complexity of the geometry at lattice nodes, but it provides a
larger design space for optimization, so better results can be achieved. For example, if a
lattice is supporting a load, it is quite likely that an optimal design will have thin horizontal
beams and thicker vertical ones. This is possible with quador beams, as shown in Fig. 3.23,
but not with conical ones.
When optimizing a lattice of quador beams, all of the individual node and beam diam-
eters are potentially available for use as independent variables. However, a complex lattice
may have billions of nodes and beams, so using individual diameters would give us far
more variables than a typical optimization process could handle. A better approach is to
use field functions to define node and beam diameters. So, for example, we might have
two real-valued functions fN and fB that give us the node and beam diameters at any point
in the lattice in terms of a few dozen design parameters. These parameters would be used
as the independent variables in optimization processes, not the individual node and beam
diameters.
Figure 3.23: Varying beam diameters
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(a) area/volume ≈ 0.073 (b) area/volume ≈ 0.110
Figure 3.24: Area/volume ratio
Another advantage of using quador or biquador beams over cylinder or cone beams
is that one can significantly vary the ratio of their surface area to volume. For example,
the area/volume ratio of the quador beam in Fig. 3.24 is roughly 1.5× that of the cone
beam, even though their nodes are the same size. This is important when designing lattices
for applications where surface area is important, such as those involving convection, and
adsorption. Hence, we expect that profiled beams may have benefits for structural perfor-
mance [28], or heat transfer [29].
Microlattices are also optimized by designing them as hierarchical or multilevel struc-
tures [30], essentially replacing each ball or beam of the lattice with a lattice and so on.
We expect that quador and biquador beams may be useful at the coarsest level, i.e. level 1
to support overall aesthetics or functional design goals, at level 2 to support optimization
that adjusts the thickness of individual beams while ensuring that beams not incident on
the same ball don’t intersect, and at the level 3 to help to redistribute mass.
To summarize, we described in this chapter two new families of beams, namely the
quador and the biquador beams, and discussed simple and intuitive schemes to construct
them and to control their shapes. These beams are bounded by quadric-of-revolution sur-
faces. Two such surfaces in general may intersect in a degree 4 curve, which is complex
to work with. In the next chapter, we discuss special properties of quador (and biquador)
beams that reduces this complexity, so that we may compute the intersections of surfaces
in a lattice of quador beams reliably and accurately.
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CHAPTER 4
LATTICE AS AN ASSEMBLY OF HUBS
In Ch. 1 we defined a lattice as an assembly of balls and beams, wherein each beam con-
nects two balls. For structural integrity most beams in such a lattice are kept disjoint by
design, but not the beams that are incident on the same ball, in fact intersections of beams
incident on the same ball may provide additional strength to the lattice junction at that ball.
In this chapter we first discuss a new decomposition of a lattice. In this decomposition, in-
stead of balls and beams as constituent units, we consider each ball and a part of each beam
incident on that ball as a new unit. We define this unit in the next section. Thereafter, we
discuss special properties of this unit, that makes this decomposition particularly attractive
for computing a precise representation of the lattice.
4.1 Definition of a hub and of a clean lattice as an assembly of hubs
Inspired by [12], we split each beam of a lattice into two half-beams by a plane normal
to that beam’s axis. For a quador beam, we place the dividing plane at equal distances
from the surface of the two balls of the beam (Fig. 4.1). A biquador beam is divided at the
junction between its two quador surfaces. Splitting a beam into half-beams introduces a
cap face in the shape of a disk at the end of each half-beam (Fig. 4.1). We then define a
hub as the union of a node (ball) and the half-beams incident on that node (Fig. 4.1).
Figure 4.1: Splitting of a beam into two half-beams (left). A hub with 3 half-beams (right).
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We say that the lattice is clean, when its hubs are quasi-disjoint, i.e., when their interiors
are disjoint and only the half-beams of the same beam are in contact at their common cap
disk. Typically, architected lattices are intentionally clean, so as to facilitate analysis and
optimization. But programmed gradations or warps of regular lattices may produce unclean
results. The left subfigure in Fig. 4.2 shows a lattice represented as an assembly of balls
and beams, and in the right subfigure the same lattice is shown as an assembly of hubs.
Figure 4.2: A lattice shown as the union of its balls and beams (left). The same lattice
shown as an assembly of hubs (right). Individual hubs are shown in different colors .
In the next section, we discuss special properties of a hub, that makes makes it conve-
nient to capture the geometry and topology of a hub.
4.2 Special property of a hub - intersection curves of two quador surfaces of a hub
are conic sections and hence planar
The intersection of two general quadric surfaces is a space curve of degree 4 (Fig. 4.3-
left). Its computation and processing have received much attention in the CAD and CAGD
communities [31].
However, the intersection curve of any two quador surfaces of a hub is either empty or
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conic sections, and hence planar (Fig. 4.3-right).
This fact follows from Salmon’s observation in Art. 140 of [32], on page 137, where he
states that “Two quadrics having plane contact with the same third quadric intersect each
other in plane curves.”.
In the case of a hub, the first two quadrics are the curved faces of the half-beams and
the third quadric is the surface of the sphere of the hub. For the special case of two cones
having a common inscribed sphere, the planar intersection curves were studied by Shene
in [33]. Our discussion here covers the more general case of any two intersecting quador
half-beams of a hub.
Figure 4.3: The intersection of two quadric surfaces in general is a curve of degree 4 (left)
(image taken from [34]), while two quador surfaces in a hub intersect in conic (degree 2)
curves that lie in two different planes (right).
4.2.1 Computing the planes of intersection of two quador surfaces of a hub
We follow the common convention of using the same symbol to denote a polynomial ex-
pression and its zero set. So, for example, the symbol S might denote both the expression
S(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 − 1, and the spherical surface {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : S(x, y, z) = 0}.
Strictly speaking, this is an abuse of language and notation, but it is commonplace and
convenient.
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Figure 4.4: Cross-section of two intersecting quadric surfaces with common inscribed
sphere, by a plane that contains their axes.
Consider the quadric surfaces Q1 and Q2 corresponding to two half-beams of a given
hub, with the ball S as their common inscribed sphere (Fig. 4.4). For i = 1, 2, let Pi be the
contact-plane containing the intersection of Qi and S. There exist real numbers λ1 and λ2
such that Q1 = S + λ1P12 and Q2 = S + λ2P22. Where Q1 and Q2 intersect, we have
























If λi = 0, then we have Qi = S, and such cases are of no interest to us.
LetR be the center of sphere S. Using the techniques described in Sec. 3.3, we can find
the distance d from R to the plane P1. Then, if U is the unit vector along the axis of Q1
away from R, point R+ dU lies on the plane P1. So, the plane P1 consists of those points
X satisfying the equationRX ·U = d. Once P1 is known, we can equate coefficients in the
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identity Q1 = S + λ1P12 to calculate λ1. The plane P2 and the scalar λ2 can be obtained
by similar reasoning, and then Eq. 4.1 gives us the desired planes A and B containing the
two intersection curves of the entire quador surfaces.
We now prove that the intersection curve of two half-beams corresponding to surfaces
Q1 and Q2 is contained in plane A and not in the plane B of Equation (4.1). Consider the
configurations of the two contact-planes P1 and P2 in Fig. 4.5. We can orient the normals
of the planes P1 and P2 so that each half-space Hi = {X : Pi(X) ≥ 0} contains the
corresponding half-beam. Then the intersection curve, C, lies in the wedge-shaped region
H1 ∩ H2. Following generalized Brianchon Throrem (Appendix. B), P1, P2, A and B
are concurrent at G. Now, if we take a point X in the interior of C, then P1(X) > 0 and









|λ2| > 0, so B(X) > 0, and hence X /∈ B. This shows that C is not contained in B,
so it must be contained in A. We orient the normal to plane A, such that the corresponding
half-space Aij contains the center of the other ball of the quador beam corresponding to
half-beam Si. In fact, the normal defined by Equation (4.1) for plane A provides its correct
orientation. Fig. 4.6 shows that the intersection curve of two half-beams of a hub lie in a
plane.
Figure 4.5: Cross-section of a hub with two half-beams, S1 and S2. Their trimmed portions
(shaded regions). The contact planes P1 and P2, and the corresponding half-spaces, indi-
cated by the inward normal vector. Plane A and B are the Intersection-planes. Half-space
A12 is oriented to contain the the trimmed version of S1.
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Figure 4.6: The intersection curve of two half-beams of a hub lie in a plane.
4.2.2 Computing the plane-quador intersection curves
In Sec. 4.2.1, we saw that the intersection of two quador surfaces of the same hub can be
computed by intersecting either of them with a plane. So, in this section, we turn to the
problem of intersecting a quador surface Q with a plane A.
The intersection may be computed using general techniques that apply to any surface
of revolution [35]. However, the process may be simplified by taking advantage of the fact
that the surface is a quadric-of-revolution [36]. In most cases that occur in lattice geometry,
the intersection curve is an ellipse, E, (Fig. 4.7), which may be calculated as follows.
Figure 4.7: Computing the intersection curve between two quador surfaces.
Consider the plane H that contains the axis of the quador surface Q and is normal to the
plane A. Let L be the line of intersection of this plane and the plane A. We intersect L with
the quadric Q to obtain two points F1 and F2. These are the end-points of the longer axis
of the ellipse E. The center of the ellipse is therefore the point O = 1
2
(F1 + F2). Next, we
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intersect Q with a line through O that is normal to the plane H. The resulting intersection








ON1, then the ellipse has the parametric equation:





4.3 Experiments to test our approach to compute the intersection-plane
In this section, we discuss a few experiments that we performed to test if the our approach
to compute the intersection-plane is giving correct results. In Sec. 4.2.1, we proved that
the intersection between two quador surfaces of a hub is planar and that the intersection
curve of the two half-beams of a hub lies in the plane A obtained by Eq. 4.1. We perform
experiments to test if the plane A obtained by Eq. 4.1 is indeed the intersection-plane
of the surfaces of two half-beams of a hub as follows. We instantiate a hub with two
quador half-beams. We color the two half-beams with different colors. We compute the
intersection-plane A of the surfaces of the two half-beams using the technique described
in Sec. 4.2.1. Keeping one of the beams stationary, we gradually move the other beam
around the stationary beam so as to change the plane of intersection between them. We
visually inspect to ensure that the surface of each half-beam is visible only on one side of
the intersection-plane (Fig. 4.8). We also vary the profiles of the two half-beams to perform
this test for a variety of quador beams.
In this chapter we proposed a new decomposition of a lattice. In subsequent chapters,
we exploit this decomposition in different ways. In the next chapter, Ch. 5, we propose
three representations to capture the geometry and topology of a hub, which for a clean
lattice (disjoint hubs) can be extended trivially to the whole lattice. Later, in Ch. 7, we
propose a class of lattices wherein a lattice consists of rows (sequence) of hubs, such that
the hubs of a row are related to the first hub of that row by similarity transforms. Thus the
representations of all hubs in the lattice may be computed from the representations of one
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Figure 4.8: A hub with two half-beams and the plane of intersection of the surfaces of
the two half-beams (left). Top view of the hub and the plane of the left subfigure, show-
ing that the regions belonging exclusively to each of the two beams are separated by this
intersection-plane (right).
hub per row. Finally in Ch. 9, we discuss distributing (for parallel processing) a geometric
query on the lattice to its hubs, and propose efficient algorithms to perform geometric
queries on a hub.
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CHAPTER 5
REPRESENTATIONS OF LATTICES WITH QUADOR BEAMS
To support lattices with quador beams, it is important to be able to perform queries on them
reliably, and for that it is important to capture their geometry and topology, accurately and
precisely. In this chapter, we discuss computing three representations of a hub, namely
the Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) [37] representation, the Constructive Solid Trim-
ming (CST) representation [38], and the Boundary Representation (Brep) [37]) (Fig. 5.1).
In a clean lattice (Sec. 4.1), the interiors of the hubs are disjoint and the closure of two
hubs that are connected by a beam intersect in a disk. This observation makes it trivial to
remove these disks and to stitch the representations of individual hubs into a single repre-
sentation for the lattice. We capture the analytical representation of the underlying curves
and surfaces instead of their polygonal approximations.
The three representations of a hub have special properties that makes each of them
suitable for specific queries over the other two representations. For example, the CSG
representation is defined using quador and linear half-spaces, and is more suitable for
Point Membership Classification (PMC) than CST and Brep. The CST representation uses
quador half-spaces, each trimmed by a Convex Trimming Polyhedron (CTP), and is useful
in volume meshing of a hub. The Brep has only conic curves and quador surfaces, and is
convenient to perform minimum distance queries to the boundary of a hub. Furthermore,
computing conic curves of the Brep requires intersecting a plane with a quador surface,
which is much simpler than computing the intersection between two quadric surfaces [39,
40]. Thus surface-to-surface intersections can be easily modeled without “cracks” [37,
41]. Also, compared to spline approximations or procedural curves [42, 43], conics require
less storage space, and allow faster and more reliable geometric computations. We discuss
geometric queries on a hub in detail in Ch. 9.
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Figure 5.1: Representations of a hub: CSG (left), CST (middle) Brep (right)
The chapter is organised as follows. In Sec. 5.1, we discuss the prior art on computing
representations of a solid. Then, in Sec. 5.2, we propose the three (CSG, CST and Brep)
representations of a hub, and in Sec. 5.3, we describe a compact and efficient data structure
to store and operate on these representations. In Sec. 5.4, we describe how we compute
these representations. In Sec. 5.5, we present several functions that operate on the pro-
posed data structure. These operators can be used to query the geometry or the topological
relationship of different elements of the three representations.
5.1 Prior art on representations of a solid
Several references [44, 41, 45, 42] discuss computing the Brep of a solid from its CSG
representation. Our interest is particularly on the computation of the exact Brep (using un-
derlying curves and surfaces not their polygonal approximations) of a solid from its CSG
representation. There are two types of challenges that the research on computing the exact
Brep has focused on: (1) the challenges associated with the conversion from one repre-
sentation to the other, in this case from CSG to Brep [46, 47, 48], and (2) the challenges
associated with the accuracy of numerical arithmetic for computing both polyhedral [49]
and exact boundary representations [50, 51].
As for the kind of solids, some research focuses on computing the Brep of polyhe-
dral solids [52, 53], while others consider solids with curved surfaces [39, 50]. One of
the major challenges in computing the exact Brep of solids with curved surfaces [50], is
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the computation of surface/surface intersection curves and vertices. In many cases it is
not feasible to represent these curves exactly, so they are often approximated by spline
curves. It is quite common [42, 43] to store three separate spline representations: one 3D
spline, and one spline expressed in the parameter space of each adjacent surface. These
three spline curves are not geometrically identical, which often leads to “cracks” along
the model’s edges. Properly designed applications algorithms may use topological infor-
mation to avoid problems with the “cracks”, but elaborate tolerance schemes are required
[54]. Another approach is to represent the intersection curve procedurally, whereby any
desired point on the curve is calculated by intersecting the two adjacent surfaces with some
third surface (usually a plane). Regardless of which approach is used (spline approximation
or procedural curves), large data size and slow computation speeds are unresolved issues.
Simple analytic curves require far less space and less computation time, and lead to more
reliable applications.
In a way, for a hub, the surface-surface intersection problem is simpler as it involves
only quadric surfaces. Early on, [39] proposed exact intersection between quadric solids
in the context of the PADL-2 geometric modeling system, but it only dealt with “natu-
ral” primitives, namely (planes, spheres, cylinders and cones) and defined curve types as
intersection between specific primitives, such as “cyl-cyl”, or “sph-cyl”. For a hub, each
surface is trimmed by a CTP (Convex Trimming Polyhedron) (possibly unbounded), hence
we compute an intersection curve by intersecting a plane with a quadric surface, which is
much simpler than intersecting two quadric surfaces.
More recently, several authors have proposed computing exact intersections between
quadrics [55, 56, 57, 58]. In the special case of a hub, we reduce all topological deci-
sions (for computing the three representations of the hub), to checking the sign of expres-
sions that involve only the standard arithmetic operators (,∗,−, /) and the square root. So,
our approach requires operating only on numbers of the form a +
√
b, where a and b are
extended-precision rationals.
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In a hub, all intersection curves are conics and have closed-form expressions, which
allows us to model surface-to-surface intersections without “cracks”. Also, compared to
spline approximations or procedural curves, conics require less storage space, and allow
faster and more reliable geometric computations. Furthermore, a vertex of the hub is the
intersection of three conics. We use these special properties to build a compact Brep, by
adapting the corner table [13] data structure.
Different kinds of geometric queries [44, 41, 45, 42] can be performed on a solid, such
as Point Membership Classification (PMC) [59], ray intersection [60], and cross-sectioning
[61]. These fundamental queries may be used to make more complex queries, such as
computation of mass properties [10, 62] or to perform complex operations on the solid,
such as offsetting [63]. The efficiency of a query depends on the representation of the
solid; for example, performing PMC is easier on a CSG representation than a Brep, and
offsetting operations are easier to perform on the Brep.
To summarize, the Brep of the solids with curved surfaces, may have “cracks” along
their edges. A limited set of solids can be represented exactly, but it requires an elaborate
system to perform exact arithmetic computations. We propose representations of a hub
— the building block of a lattice with quador-beams. Our approach reduces topological
decisions to simple and robust computations. We provide algorithms for efficient querying
of the hub, a key requirement to support large and complex lattices.
5.2 Representations of a hub
Consider the hub shown in Fig. 5.2. It shows the three kinds of planes. The contact-planes
of the surfaces of quador beams with that of the ball, the split-planes, each splitting a beam
into two half-beams, and the intersection plane between a pair of half-beams.
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Figure 5.2: Trimming planes in a hub
5.2.1 CSG representation of a hub
We start with a “natural” CSG representation of a hub, which is the union of the following
solid primitives: a solid ball and a number of half-beams, each defined by the intersection
of a quadric-of-revolution (quador) half-space with two linear half-spaces, one half-space
bounded by the contact plane and the other half-space by the split plane of the beam. Both
planes are orthogonal to the axis of the corresponding beam. Fig. 5.3, shows a hub as the
union of ball B0 and three half-beams H1,H2 and H3. It also shows a half-beam H as the
intersection of the negative half-space of quador surface Q and positive half-spaces of the
contact-plane L1 and the split-plane L2.
Figure 5.3: CSG representation of a hub(left) and CSG representation of a quador half-
beam (right).
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5.2.2 CST (Constructive Solid Trimming) representation of a hub
The natural CSG representation of a hub (as the union of the ball and the quador half-
beams), defines a “natural” Constructive Solid Trimming (CST) expression [38] for each
face of the hub. For example, the spherical face of the hub is the portion of the ball’s surface
that is outside of the union of the half-beams. The definition of the CST for each face is
based on the active zone [46] of the corresponding primitive in the natural CSG expression
of the hub.
While, the natural CST of a hub is useful in doing some queries, such as classifying
candidate points on the surface of the hub, e.g. in ray intersections against active zones
[46], it requires trimming a quadric surface by a set of quadric half-spaces. Since, the
intersection of surfaces of a hub is planar, we propose a CST variant that only requires
trimming a quador surface by a Convex Trimming Polyhedron (CTP) [1]. The CTP of
the ball (Fig. 5.4) is the intersection of the planar half-spaces that are each bounded by a
contact-plane. The CTP of a beam (Fig. 5.4) is the intersection of the following planar
half-spaces: those two that are bounded by the contact- and by the split-planes and also the
intersection-planes of that beam with all the other beams.
The CTP based CST may be useful in supporting several geometric queries. For ex-
ample, in segmenting the interior of the hub (into disjoint regions separated by planes) for
volume meshing or classifying a set of candidate points on a surface against corresponding
CTP or in trimming parametric curves defined on a surface.
5.2.3 Boundary representation (Brep) of a hub
A hub is the region bounded by a set of faces {fi} bound by a set of edges {ei}meeting in a
set of vertices {vi}. We represent the elements (surfaces, faces, loops, intersection curves,
edges, vertices) (Fig. 5.5) of the boundary of the hub as follows:
• Surface: Each of the half-beams of a hub is bounded by a quadric-of-revolution
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Figure 5.4: CST representation of a hub. Oriented planes of the trimming polyhedron of
the yellow ball (left) and of the green half-beam (right).
Figure 5.5: Illustration of Brep elements on a quador half-beam.
(quador) surface. Following [1], we represent a quador surface by a conic profile
in a plane though the axis of the beam. We define the plane, by a normal and a
coordinate system with its x-axis as the axis-of-revolution. Each surface is oriented
to have an outward surface normal (away from primitive’s center/axis). We represent
the spherical surface of the hub’s ball as a quador surface, also.
• Face: Each face of the hub (including the faces on the hub’s ball) is a portion of a
quador surface that is bounded by a set of oriented loops (Fig. 5.5). A surface may
contribute multiple faces, and each face may have multiple loops.
• Loop: A loop is either a single ellipse or a cycle of edges, each being a conic curve.
Each loop is oriented such that when walking along it, the face it bounds lies on
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its right. Note that some of these loops don’t have a vertex, we refer to them as
loop-edges (Fig. 5.5).
• Intersection curve: Each of the intersection curves of a hub is a conic defined by the
intersection of a contact-, split-, or intersection-plane with a quador surface. While
it is apparent that the contact- or split-plane of a beam is defined by the position of
the hub’s ball and the details of the beam, it’s noteworthy that the intersection-plane
between two beams is defined implicitly from the contact-planes of the two beams.
This property is crucial to consistently parameterize each intersection curve.
• Edge: Each edge is a conic segment (or an ellipse in case it is a loop-edge) defined
by parameter values (tstart, tend) on an underlying parameterized intersection curve.
• Vertex: We assume general position, i.e. no four surfaces pass though the same point.
With this assumption, each vertex of the hub lies on the intersection of three surfaces
(Fig. 5.6), two of which are of half-beams and the third is either of the ball or of
another half-beam. Each pair of surfaces in a triplet of surfaces intersect in a plane.
Remarkably, these three planes always intersect in a line [1], and the intersection
of that line with any one of the three surfaces gives two vertices. We differentiate
between these two vertices using the clockwise ordering of surfaces around each
vertex, with respect to the outward direction at that vertex along the line (Fig. 5.6
right). We describe in Sec. 5.4.3, how we consistently compute this ordering at each
vertex
5.3 Compact data structure to build the three representations of a hub
Our goal is to build a compact data structure for the three representations of a hub, that
allows efficient querying of the geometry and topology of the hub. We adapt the Corner-
Table data structure [13], to accommodate curved faces bounded by loops, each loop having
single or multiple curved edges. A corner represents the association of a face with a vertex.
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Figure 5.6: An example showing two vertices of a hub on the intersection of three quador
surfaces indexed as (1, 2, 3), which produces two vertices (v1, v2), that lie on the intersec-
tion of a line with any one of the three surfaces. We differentiate between the two vertices
using clockwise ordering of surfaces, i.e., (1, 2, 3) at v1 and (1, 3, 2) at v2, with respect to
outward direction along the line at each vertex.
Figure 5.7: Corner-Table representation of the Brep of a hub: each of the three faces inci-
dent on a vertex contributes a corner. These are shown as colored dots around each vertex.
We can “swing” around a vertex to go from one of its corner to its corner in the neighbour-
ing face, or go to the “next” corner along a loop in the face.
In designing this data structure, we take advantage of several special properties of the
hub. For example:
1. Each vertex of the hub is the intersection of three quador surfaces, therefore we
consider the boundary of the hub to be, what we call, a Y-mesh. Furthermore, as
each vertex corresponds to 3 corners, we don’t store explicit information to swing
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from one face to another around a vertex (see Fig. 5.7), but instead assign corner IDs
so that the three corners of a vertex have consecutive IDs.
2. In general two quadric surfaces intersect along a non-planar curve [64, 65], which
may degenerate into two conics (planar curves) [32]. In case of a hub, the intersection
of the quador surfaces of two half-beams, is contained in a single conic [1] (Fig. 5.6).
3. In general, three quadric surfaces may intersect in at most 8 points [66], but for a
hub, three quador surfaces may intersect in at most two vertices (Fig. 5.6).
4. We identify, each vertex uniquely from the ordering of the three surfaces around it.
Observe the clockwise ordering of surfaces, denoted by red, green, blue ordering of
corners around each vertex in Fig. 5.7.
5. Each intersection curve may contribute zero, one, or more edges. We store each
intersection curve uniquely and represent an edge implicitly using parametric values
of that edge’s start and end point on the corresponding curve.
We thus propose the following data structure to store the three representations of the
hub:
- A table Q[ ], wherein each entry corresponds to a quador surface. Each quador
surface Q[i] stores:
- a, b, c: coefficients of a symmetric conic profile given by ax2+y2+2bx+c = 0.















K , origin O and a scaling factor s. For the similarity
frame associated with a quador surface Qi, its origin O is at the middle of the
centers of the two balls defining Q[i], vector
−→
I is oriented from hub ball’s
center to the center of the other ball defining Q[i].
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- to improve the uniformity of representations across the data structure, the sur-
face of the ball of the hub is stored as the quador surface Q[0] with coefficients
a = 1, b = 0, c = −r2, where r is the radius of the ball.In our implementation,
we have made this deliberate choice in favour of uniformity, but in favour of
conciseness of the data structure, one can explicitly store the ball of the hub as
a sphere rather than a quador surface represented by a profile and a similarity
frame.
- A table Y[ ], wherein each entry Y[v] corresponds to a vertex v. Each vertex v stores:
- G: location (x, y, z) coordinates of vertex v
- q[3]: a triplet of indices of the three incident surfaces
- t[3]: a triplet of parameter values denoting vertex position on the three pa-
rameterized intersection curves between the three pairs of these three incident
surfaces (Fig. 5.8).
- A table C[ ][ ], wherein each entry C[i][j] represents the intersection curve be-
tween the quador surfaces Q[i] and Q[j]. We store each intersection curve C[i][j]








- A table N[ ], wherein each entry N[c] is the index of the next corner in the face, after
corner c (Fig. 5.7).
- A table L[ ][ ], wherein each entry L[i][j] defines a plane stored as coefficients
a, b, c, d of the general form, ax + by + cz + d = 0 of a plane. Here a, b, c are
the direction cosines of the unit normal of the plane and d is the distance of the plane
from the origin. For a single hub, we identify the type of plane, from the position of
the plane in the L[ ][ ] table, i.e., L[0][i], i > 0 are contact-planes, L[i][i], i > 0 are
split-planes, and L[i][j], i 6= j are intersection-planes. This labeling is relative to the
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hub, hence for a lattice with several hubs, one may convert the global id of the plane
to a local id with respect to the current hub.
Figure 5.8: An example illustrating that a vertex v has three parameters, t[0], t[1] and t[2],
one on each of the three oriented intersection curves between three quador surfaces inter-
secting at that vertex.
5.4 Constructing the three representations of a hub
We are given a set {Bi} of n balls. Where B0 is the hub’s ball, and each pair (B0, Bi), i ∈
[1, n− 1] forms a quador beam. We compute the three representations of the hub formed at
ball B0, as follows:
5.4.1 Constructing the CSG representation of hub
We construct the CSG of the hub as follows:
- Compute the array Q[ ] of n quador surfaces corresponding to the hub’s ball and the
n− 1 half-beams. Quador surface Q[i] is oriented such that its axis is in its negative
half-space (denoted by Q[i]−).
- Compute the set of n − 1 oriented contact-planes L[0][j], j ∈ (1, n − 1), of the
n− 1 half beams with the hub’s ball. L[0][j] is oriented such that ball B[j] lies in the
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plane’s positive half-space (denoted by L[0][j]+). Also, compute the corresponding
plane L[j][0] by copying from plane L[0][j], but orient it opposite to L[0][j].
- Compute the set of n− 1 oriented split-planes L[i][i], one for each of the half-beams
of the hub. Plane L[i][i] splits the beam corresponding to surface Qi into two half-
beams and is oriented such that the hub ball’s center lies in its positive half-space.
For hub’s ball, the split plane L[0][0] = null.
A quador half-beam corresponding to surface Qi is then represented as Hi = Q−i ∩




5.4.2 Constructing the CST representation of a hub
We assume that we have already computed the oriented contact-planes and the oriented
split-planes. We now construct the CST of the hub as follows:
- Compute the set of intersection-planes between surfaces of half-beams. Plane L[i][j],
i, j 6= 0 and i 6= j is the plane of intersection of quador surfaces Q[i] and Q[j]. L[i][j]
is oriented such that the ball Bj lies in the plane’s positive half-space.









5.4.3 Constructing the Brep of a hub
Note that from the CST of the hub, we already have the array Q[ ] of n quador surfaces and
the array L[ ][ ] of n × n oriented planes. We now describe, how we compute the vertices
and the adjacency graph, i.e. the connectivity information of the Brep of the hub.
In summary, we first compute all the vertices of the hub, and then capture the neigh-
borhood relationships using the data structure described in Sec.5.3. To provide compact
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storage, we do not explicitly store edges and faces of the hub, but instead provide operators
to efficiently retrieve information required to operate on them. The steps to construct the
Brep of the hub are:
- Compute the 2D array C[ ][ ] of n × n conic intersection curves: Each conic
C[i][j] is the intersection of plane L[i][j] with surface Q[i]. To avoid multiple
representations for the intersection curve, we compute C[i][j] for i < j and set
C[j][i] = C[i][j].
- Compute the table Y[ ] of vertices:
- For each triplet (i, j, k) such that i < j < k, compute the line of intersection of
the three planes L[i][j], L[j][k] and L[k][i].
- As each half-beam is trimmed by a convex polyhedron, the angle between nor-
mals of planes L[i][j] and L[j][k] (or any other pair in cyclic order) is in [0, π],
hence the line of intersection is oriented consistently along the cross-product of
the normals of the planes L[i][j] and L[j][k]. Refer Fig. 5.9 for an explanation
of this claim.
Figure 5.9: If the angle between any cyclic pair of vectors in a set of three coplanar vectors
is more than π, then the direction of cross-product from that pair is opposite to that from the
other two pairs (left), else the cross-product from each pair is oriented in the same direction
- This line may intersect neither of the three surfaces, Q[i], Q[j] or Q[k]. But if
it does, then compute its two intersection points with Q[i]. As the line’s orien-
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tation is implicit from planes oriented based on surfaces indices, the clockwise
order of surfaces (with respect to outward direction at each vertex along the
line), at the second intersection point along the line is (i, j, k) and at the first
intersection point is (i, k, j) (Fig. 5.6).
- For each of the two intersection points, compute its parametric position on the
curves C[i][j], C[j][k] and C[k][i].
- Add two vertices in the Y[ ] table, one for each of the two points computed
above.
- Compute loop-edges, i.e., loops with no vertex: Some of the intersection curves in
the C[ ][ ] table might not intersect with other curves and will thus form loop-edges
(Sec. 5.2.3), i.e. loops with no vertices, e.g. the hub in Fig.5.10 has four loop-edges.
As we use a Corner Table based data structure, wherein we traverse through the Brep
using corner operators (e.g. next corner on the loop), a loop-edge i.e. a loop without
a vertex, won’t contribute any corner. Hence, we associate a virtual-vertex with a
loop-edge and add that virtual-vertex to the Y[ ] table. We store a virtual-vertex
with index triplet having repeating indices (i, j, i). A virtual-vertex has no location
or parameter triplet. Note that we assume the hub to be of a clean-lattice (hubs
are pairwise disjoint) [3], hence the split-plane always gives a loop-edge, which we
represent as a virtual-vertex with index triplet (i, i, i).
Figure 5.10: Hub with four loop-edges, the ellipse separating the green and brown beams,
the circle separating the yellow sphere from the green beam, and the two curves, one each
corresponding to the split plane of a half-beam.
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- Prune the Y table: Some of the vertices in the Y[ ] table, might not be on the
boundary of the hub (Fig. 5.11). We remove such vertices or virtual-vertices (loops
with no vertex) from the Y[ ] table as follows:
– A vertex is not on the boundary of the hub if it is contained inside one of the
half-beams. As a half-beam is bounded by a surface of revolution, checking ver-
tex containment is reduced to a point-in-circle test in the plane passing through
the point and normal to the half-beam’s axis.
– A virtual-vertex (loop without a vertex) is not on the boundary of the hub, if it
is inside one of the half-beams. Instead of checking if a loop is contained inside
a half-beam, we do a simpler check to see if the loop is outside the trimming
polyhedron of one of the half-beams that generated the loop. Which further
reduces to checking if a conic lies completely in the negative half-space of a set
of oriented planes.
Figure 5.11: Pruning of the Y vertices and of loops with no vertex (loop-edges).
- Implement some of the corner operators: We implement certain corner operators,
that facilitate the next task of computing the table N[ ] of next corners.
- Since each vertex contributes three corners, we compute the vertex of a corner
c as v(c) := bc/3c. Although a virtual-vertex has only two real corners, for
counting we assume that it has three corners. Hence the vertex operator will
trivially work for both regular and virtual-vertices.
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- For swing operator s(c), we first identify the type of vertex v(c), i.e. a regular
Y vertex or a virtual-vertex. We use the repetition of indices in the surface
index triplet associated with the vertex to identify the vertex type. Then for a
regular vertex, the clockwise swinged corner is s(c) := 3bc/3c + (c + 1)%3.
For a virtual-vertex, if the associated index triplet is of type (i, j, i), the swing is
given by s(c) := 3bc/3c+(c−3bc/3c+1)%2, and if the index triplet is (i, i, i),
s(c) := c. And so, the unswinged corner for a regular vertex is u(c) := s(s(c)),
and for a virtual-vertex is u(c) := s(c).
- Additionally, we implement operator, q(c) := Y[v(c)].q[c%3], which returns
the ID of the surface of the corner c, and the operator t(c) := Y[v(c)].t[c%3],
which returns the parameter of the vertex v(c) on the curve of the edge swung
over by s(c),
- Compute the next corner N[c]: To compute N[c] = k, for each corner c (Fig.5.12),
we search for index k ∈ [0, 3×#vertices] such that:
– q(c) = q(k) AND q(u(c)) = q(s(k)) and
– parametric difference δ(t(u(c)), t(k)) is minimum among all k satisfying the
above conditions, where the function δ(tstart, tend) computes the parametric
difference between the corresponding vertices along an open or closed oriented
intersection curve.
– as the curve C[i][j], i < j is oriented to have surface Q[j] on its right, when
processing corner c to establish N(c), we ensure that v(c) is a start vertex on
edge e by requiring that q(c) > q(u(c)).
We described above some of the operators that we developed to facilitate the construc-
tion of the Brep. In the next section, we describe several other operators to query various
elements of a hub’s representations.
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Figure 5.12: Identifying the next corner along the oriented loop.
5.5 Query operators on the three representations of a hub
There are several different queries that can be made on the three representations of a hub,
e.g. the loops bounding a face, the edges in a loop, the faces incident on a vertex etc. We
propose the following set of query operators.
5.5.1 CSG operators
The following operator queries a CSG primitive. For, i = 0, the operator returns the surface
of the ball of the hub, else it returns the quador surface, and the contact- and split-plane of
the ith half-beam.
- CSG primitive, h(i) := Qi,L[0][i],L[i][i]
5.5.2 CST operators
The following operator queries the CTP of the surface Qi of the hub.
- trimming polyhedron of Qi, T (i) := L[j][i]∀j ∈ (0, n)
5.5.3 Brep corner operators
Given a corner c, the following operators are useful to query or traverse the vertices, edges
and faces of the Brep of a hub. Refer to Fig. 5.13 for examples of how some of these
operators work.
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- index of the vertex of the corner, v(c) := bc/3c
- index of the quador surface of the corner, q(c) := Y[v(c)].q[c%3]
- next corner on the loop, n(c) := N[c]
- previous corner on the loop, p(c) := s(n(s(c)))
- swing corner around vertex:
if(q(3v(c))== q(3v(c)+ 2)), s(c) := 3bc/3c+ (c+ 1)%2
else-if(q(3v(c))== q(3v(c)+ 1)), s(c) := c
else s(c) := 3bc/3c+ (c+ 1)%3
- unswing corner around vertex:
if(q(3v(c))== q(3v(c)+ 2)), u(c) := s(c)
else u(c) := s(s(c))
- parameter of vertex v(c) on the curve of the edge swung over by s(c), t(c) :=
Y[v(c)].t[c%3]
- jump to a corner on another loop bounding the same face, j(c): Compute the list of
loops bounding q(c). Each loop is a list of corners. Find the loop that contains corner
c, and return the first corner of the the next loop in the list of loops.
5.5.4 Brep vertex operators
- one corner of the vertex, c(v) := 3v
- location of the vertex, g(v) := Y[v].G
5.5.5 Brep edge operators
We do not store edges as explicit objects in our proposed data structure. Edge between
corner c and n(c) can be computed using operator e(c) which returns intersection curve
between surfaces q(u(c)) and q(c), i.e. parametric conic C[q(u(c))][q(c)] and parameter
values (tstart, tend). As the curve is oriented, if q(c) > q(n(c)) the edge starts at v(c), else
the edge ends at v(c).
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(a) swing (b) next
(c) swing around virtual-vertex (representing
a loop-edge). As there is no coordinate loca-
tion associated with a virtual-vertex, the cor-
ner is not displayed by a dot, but by a curve
(blue) parallel to the loop-edge, in the face of
the corner.
(d) jump from a corner on one loop to a cor-
ner on another loop bounding the same face.
Figure 5.13: Examples of corner-based operators for accessing the loops, edges, and ver-
tices of the hub
5.5.6 Brep face operators
For simplicity and efficiency, we define a face F of a hub H to be the relative interior of
a surface Q (sphere or beam) that lies on the boundary of the hub. Hence, the face F of a
corner c, may be queried by using the operator q(c) which returns the ID of the surface of c.
The face may be conveniently defined either as the intersection of Q with the Active Zone
[46] of the primitive that Q bounds in the CSG formulation of H or as the intersection of
Q with the corresponding CTP (Convex Trimming Polyhedron) in the CST formulation.
We believe that, for most of the queries on H, these implicit definitions lead to algorithms
that are more efficient and more accurate than their counterparts that operate on a boundary
representation. Furthermore, we argue that most queries do not require knowing whether
the face is connected or, if not (Fig. 5.14), knowing the number of components and their
genus. However, we understand that the above knowledge is important for some CAD
systems or applications. Hence, we outline here a process for computing that information
and point out how it may benefit from the proposed representations of hubs.
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Figure 5.14: Example cases where a face has more than one connected component, the two
yellow regions on a ball (left) and the two yellow regions on a beam (right).
We wish to obtain a list of face-components, where, for each component, we have a list
of loops, where, for each loop, we store the reference to one corner on that loop. Using the
corner-operator next, we can traverse the loop.
There are a variety of approaches for computing the desired output. The approach
discussed below may be viewed as the variation of the loop-containment-tree (see [67] or
[68] for computing the shell-containment tree of a connected volume component).
Given the surface Q that contains face F, we identify a base. When Q is a half-beam,
that base (Fig. 5.15) is the circle that bounds the disk where the half-beam is split from its
other half. When Q is the sphere of the hub, the base is a point, which we classify (using
the active zone or the CTP) as being inside or outside of F.
For efficiency, we associate each corner c of F with the ID L[c] of the loop that passes
through the vertex of c. This is precomputed by iterating until all corners of F are labelled.
At each iteration, we increment the loop counter l of F, we pick an unlabeled corner, and
we traverse its loop while assigning L[c] = l for all corners c in that loop. For each loop l
of F, we want to compute the label C[l] of the connected face-component that l bounds. To
do so, we will first compute, for each loop l, the ID P[l] of what we call the parent loop of
l. For each non-labelled loop l, we randomly pick a corner c and define an iso-parametric
edge E on Q that joins vertex v(c) to the base. When Q is a beam, E is a line or conic
section in a plane that contains v(c) and the axis of the beam. When Q is a sphere, E
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is a great arc on Q. Then, for each other loop, l′ of F, we compute the number of times
E crosses l′. (In doing so, we need to distinguish “crossing” from merely “touching”.)
Using the CST representation, this computation amounts to finding the parameters along E
for points where E intersects planes that each contain an edge of another loop and sorting
these parameters. Let the crossing-count for l′ denote the number of times E intersects l′.
If all crossing-counts are even, then we set P[l] = 0. (Note that this identifies the set of
loops for face-component C = 0.)
More, generally, we associate with loop l the ID P[l] of the parent loop, which we
define as the first loop with odd crossing-count that we cross first while walking from l
towards the base along E.
The P[ ] table defines a loop-containment tree. Its root has depth zero. Each other node
(loop) has depth equal to 1 plus the depth of its parent. We compute the depth of each loop.
First, we assign a different face-component ID to each node with even depth. Then, to each
odd-depth loop, we assign the face-component ID of its parent.
The above process requires a small tweak when Q is a sphere and the base is a point.
If the base is inside F, we proceed as above, but end-up with face-component ID zero not
being assigned to any loop. If the base is outside of F, we flip the odd and even adjectives
in the above description.
5.6 Experimental validation of our representations for different hubs
We proposed three representations, the CSG, the CST and the Brep of a hub. The CSG
representation (union of ball and half-beams, each half-beam being intersection of a quador
half-space and two linear half-spaces corresponding to the contact-plane and the split-plane
of that beam) is trivial to understand. The CST is built from CSG by using the geometric
extents (quador surfaces, contact-planes and split-planes) of the CSG and the intersection-
planes between the pairs of half-beams. The Brep is built using the geometric extents of the
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Figure 5.15: Example depicting the process of building the loop-containment tree for a
face on a half-beam. It shows loop b, identified as the parent loop of the current loop l = e.
On the right is the complete loop-containment-tree of all loops, through which we obtain
connected components 1 and 2.
CST. As stated earlier in the prior art section of this chapter, several books [44, 41, 45, 42]
discuss computing Brep from CSG. We follow similar procedures to compute the Brep of
a hub from its CSG (or CST). The three representations of the hub are therefore equivalent,
barring the differences due to the numerical errors in computing them.
We have tested our approach (Sec. 5.4) to construct the CSG, CST and Brep of a hub for
a variety of hubs. Fig. 5.16 shows some of these hubs. These include simplest of hubs with
only one half-beam, to complex hubs with multiple beams, and even cases with multiple
beams protruding out of another beam. For each hub, we used the corner operators Sec. 5.5
to correctly traverse the Brep of that hub.
Figure 5.16: A variety of hubs.
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In this chapter, we described and provided methods to compute three representations
of a hub, the CSG, CST and the Brep of a hub. Although these representations have exact
analytical curves and surfaces, their implementations may suffer from topological inaccu-
racies due to numerical round-off errors, e.g. wrongly classifying a candidate intersection
point of three surfaces of the hub as a Brep vertex, when it is not, as it lies inside the another
beam of the hub. In the next chapter, we provide a simple and numerically robust algorithm
to compute the correct topology of a hub.
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CHAPTER 6
A NUMERICALLY ROBUST APPROACH TO COMPUTE THE CORRECT
TOPOLOGY OF THE BREP OF A LATTICE WITH QUADOR BEAMS
In this chapter, we propose a reliable approach for computing a digital representation of
the boundary of a lattice with quador beams. By reliable, we mean that the topology of the
boundary is guaranteed to be correct, even though we are not able to represent exactly the
irrational coordinates of its vertices nor the coefficients of parametric models of its edges.
These vertices and edges are represented implicitly and their geometry is approximated
using floating-point arithmetic.
One of the benefits of decomposing the lattice into hubs (Ch. 4) is that the boundary
representation of the overall lattice can be built from that of its hubs, which are interior-
disjoint and only touch at disk-faces contained in the split-planes. Building the boundary
representation (Brep) of a hub is discussed in Chapter 5. Here, we propose a novel approach
for accessing the elements (faces, edges, vertices) of the boundary of a hub (Fig. 6.1) and
for traversing the BRep (from one element to an adjacent one) by pivoting in a consistent
manner around a vertex or around the boundary of a face.
Most boundary-evaluation algorithms compute the connectivity of the boundary (in-
cidence between faces, edges, and vertices and order of edges around faces and of faces
around vertices) by computing numeric approximations of candidate-vertices and by reject-
ing candidate-vertices that lie inside the sphere or inside any of the quadors. The boundary
of a hub comprises its disk faces (where the beams split) and faces that are each contained
in the sphere S0 or in the quador surfaces Qi (Fig. 6.1). Hence, the candidate-vertices are
each the intersection of three quador surfaces (one or none of which may be S0). Three
quador surfaces in general position may have up to 8 common points, i.e., candidate ver-
tices. Their coordinates are the roots of a system of three quadratic equations. Hence,
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known approaches for identifying each candidate vertex and for classifying it (i.e. testing
whether it is a vertex of the hub) are either unreliable (because they evaluate the signs of
analytical expressions using values that have been corrupted by numeric round-off errors)
or computationally expensive and challenging to implement (because they use symbol ma-
nipulation or root-separation tools to guarantee that the result of each test is correct). For
simplicity and elegance of presentation, we assume general configuration (i.e., that no point
lies on four of these quador surfaces).
Figure 6.1: A ball and the three half-beams incident on that ball (left). The ball and the
half-beams are shown disjoint only to visualize them clearly. In their original position, the
half-beams abut the ball and their union forms a hub (right). Each differently colored solid
component in the right subfigure is a chunk. S0 is the surface of the ball, and Q1, Q2, and
Q3 are the quador surfaces of the three beams.
We propose a novel boundary-evaluation algorithm that we conjecture is reasonably
simple to implement and is reliable (guarantees that the result of each classification is
correct). Our approach takes advantage of the following special properties of a hub:
1. The intersection of two quador surfaces of a hub always lies in two planes.
2. The hub is the union of solid components, which we call chunks (Fig. 6.1), each being
the intersection of a quador half-space with a convex trimming polyhedron.
We exploit these special properties of a hub to compute the boundary on each quador
surface (and on the surface of the ball of the hub) as an arrangement of linear half-spaces on
the quadric surface, which is much simpler to compute than the arrangement of quadrics
on a quadric. Furthermore, our approach requires computing the signs of closed-form
algebraic expressions that involve only rational numbers and up to five non-nested square
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roots, which we do using only integers and only the plus, minus, multiplication and division
operations without ever evaluating a square root.
In our approach, we build a trimming complex for the hub, wherein each room of the
complex is the interior of the trimming polyhedron of a quador surface of the hub. The
rooms are separated by walls and exactly two rooms are incident on each wall. Fig. 6.2
shows a hub and its trimming complex. We discuss building a numerically robust dart
representation [69, 14] of this complex and provide dart operators to traverse the complex.
We then build corner operators [13] using the dart operators of the complex, to traverse the
corner based boundary representation (Brep) of the hub. Thus, in summary, we associate
the dart representation of the trimming complex as a proxy representation of the hub and
use it to capture the correct topology of the hub. We provide numerically robust tests to
build this association between a hub and its trimming complex.
Figure 6.2: A hub and its trimming complex. Each room of the complex is shown in a
different color.
The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In Sec. 6.1, we discuss prior art on
computing a numerically robust boundary representations of solids. In Sec. 6.2, we discuss
the field of rational numbers and its field extensions, i.e. numbers involving non-nested
square roots. We discuss performing simple arithmetic operations on numbers in these
field extensions and present a method to evaluate the sign of these numbers without com-
puting the square roots. In Sec. 6.3, we present expressions for the quador surfaces and
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planes of a hub and investigate the algebraic nature of the coefficients in these expressions
in terms of the number of non-nested square roots they contain. We report the complex-
ity of our approach to compute the correct topology of the Brep of a hub, in terms of the
maximum number of non-nested square roots in any expression involved in our computa-
tions. In Sec. 6.4, we discuss the complexities associated with the standard approach of
generating candidate vertices and testing them to build the Brep. In Sec. 6.5 and Sec. 6.6,
we present a novel approach to compute the correct topology of a hub. Our approach is
simple and numerically robust. First in Sec. 6.5, we describe the trimming complex of a
hub and discuss numerically robust methods to compute its dart representation. Then in
Sec. 6.6, we build the operators to traverse Brep of a hub indirectly by traversing the dart
representation of the trimming complex. Our approach relies on three topological tests, In
Sec. 6.7, we present numerically robust algorithms to perform these tests using numbers in
field extensions. We conclude this chapter by summarising the proposed approach and of
its implications in reliable processing of lattices with quador beams.
6.1 Prior art on computing the correct topology of a Brep
Several authors discuss computing the boundary representation (Brep) of a solid model
from its CSG representation [44, 70, 41]. This requires performing regularized Boolean
operations on CSG primitives to compute the geometry of the Brep elements namely the
vertices, edges and faces and use this geometric information to compute the topological
relationship between these elements, such as faces incident on an edge, edges bounding a
face and edges incident on a vertex. Due to numerical errors in floating-point arithmetic
[71] the resulting Brep may have both geometric and topological errors. For example, the
coordinates of a vertex at the intersection of three edges may not match, when the vertex is
computed as intersection of two different pairs of edges from these three edges. Similarly,
when computing the Brep of a convex polyhedron from a set of oriented planes [53], a
candidate intersection point of three planes may be wrongly classified against a fourth
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plane.
For computing the Brep of polyhedral solids, Sugihara et al. [72] assume that the co-
efficients of input planes are are rational. They use fixed-precision numbers to represent
these coefficients and based on arithmetic operations involved in computing the Brep, guar-
antee certain numerical precision for the coordinates of the vertices of the Brep. Banarjee
et al. [53] use a similar approach to guarantee topological correctness of the Brep of a
polyhedral solid. Benouamer et al. [51] combine interval-arithmetic [73] and symbolic
computation [74] to make decisions using only the sign of symbolic expressions and delay
precise numeric computations till they become either useless or unavoidable.
For computing the Brep of curved solids, Keyser et al. [50, 75] use exact computations
[76], wherein instead of computing and storing the numeric values of coordinates of a
Brep vertex, the vertex is expressed as intersection of two algebraic curves [77]. They
recommend using their solid modeling system ESOLID [50] for low degree solids.
Of the simplest of curved solids are those bounded by quadric surfaces. Dupont et
al. [57] propose computing exact intersections between quadric surfaces. They assume
that the quadric coefficients are rationals, represent numbers as algebraic expression with
square roots, and use only the standard arithmetic operators in their computations.
In this chapter, our goal is to compute the (numerically) correct topology of the Brep
of a hub. A hub is a special arrangement of quadric surfaces. One of the surface is a
sphere and all others are quadrics-of-revolution (quadors). Each quador surface is tangent
to the sphere in a circle, and each pair of quadors intersect in 2 conics. Additionally, we
assume general position, i.e. each vertex of the Brep is intersection of three surfaces. In our
approach, we compute signs of closed-form algebraic expressions that involve only rational
numbers and up to five non-nested square roots. We do so using only standard arithmetic
operators.
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6.2 Field of rational numbers, and field extensions of numbers with square roots
In our approach (Sec. 6.5 and Sec. 6.6) to compute the correct topology of the Brep of a
hub, we evaluate the signs of numbers with non-nested square roots. In this section we
describe how we represent such numbers and evaluate their signs.
Let Q be the field (set) of rational numbers (a, b, c, d, e, . . .). Then for λi ∈ Q+ (positive
rational numbers), Q(
√
λ1) denotes the field extension of Q, i.e. the set of numbers of the
form a+ b
√












































λ3 and so on. Note















λ2) are of the
form a + b
√
λ2, where a, b ∈ Q(
√
λ1), or in general the numbers in Q(
√
λ1, . . . ,
√
λk) is
the set {a+ b
√
λk, a, b ∈ Q(
√
λ1, . . . ,
√
λk−1)}.
6.2.1 Evaluating the signs of numbers in field extensions
With the recursive description of the field extensions, the number a + b
√
λk with a, b ∈
Q(
√
λ1, . . . ,
√
λk−1) is:
• zero, if (a = b = 0) or if the signs of a and b are opposite and a2 = b2λk.
• positive, if (sign(a) = sign(b) = +) or (sign(a) = + and a2 > b2λk), or (sign(b) = +
and a2 < b2λk).
• negative, if (sign(a) = sign(b) = −) or (sign(a) = − and a2 > b2λk), or (sign(b) = −
and a2 < b2λk).
In practice, to accelerate computations, we recommend using interval arithmetic [78]
to compute an evaluation interval for a + b
√
λk (wherein we do compute the square root).
If the interval does not contain zero then we know the sign of this number and we don’t




λ1, . . . ,
√
λk−1)). Then repeat this process on that level and so on. Alternatively, we
may avoid interval arithmetic and evaluate the sign of a + b
√
λk by recursing all the way
to level k = 0.
6.2.2 Arithmetic operations on numbers in field extensions
For adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing two numbers, one number in Q(
√
λi, . . . ,
√
λm)
and the other number in Q(
√
λi, . . . ,
√
λn), the resulting number is in Q({
√





λi, . . . ,
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λn}). For example, let p = a + b
√
λ1 be a number in Q(
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• Inverse: 1/p = 1/(a+ b
√
λ1) = (a− b
√
λ1)/(a
2 − b2λ1), thus, 1/p ∈ Q(
√
λ1).














Clearly, when there is a common factor, for example, p ∈ Q(
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In this section, we provide expressions for the geometric extents, namely the quador sur-
faces and trimming planes of a hub. We discuss the nature of the coefficients in these
expressions, in terms of the number of non-nested square roots they contain, i.e. the field
extensions they belong to. In subsequent sections, we assess the complexity of our ap-
proach to compute the correct topology of the Brep of a hub, in terms of the maximum
number of non-nested square roots in any expression involved in our computations.
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6.3.1 Geometric extents of a hub
Let S0 be the sphere of a hub. We define a set of quador surfaces {Qi, i ∈ [1, n]}, each
Qi being tangent to the spheres S0 and Si in contact-planes. The shape of each quador
Qi is controlled by corresponding real valued coefficient λi. Two quador surfaces of a
hub intersect in two intersection-planes. Each quador surface is split into two halves by a
split-plane (Sec.4.1) . Fig. 6.3 shows the geometric extents of a simple hub:
Figure 6.3: Geometric extents of a simple hub. S0 is the sphere of the hub. Q1 and
Q2 are each tangent to S0 in a contact-plane and are each split by a split-plane. Q1 and
Q2 intersect in two intersection-planes ΠA and ΠB. For each Qi, the the closure of the
intersection of its tubular (open) half-space and the linear (open) half-spaces corresponding
to its contact-plane and split-plane, defines a half-beam. The hub (thumbnail) is the union
of the S0 and the half-beams incident on it.
6.3.2 Assumptions and simplifications
We make the following assumptions and corresponding simplifications about the hub:
– The coordinates of the centers of the spheres, the radii of the spheres and the scalar
coefficients ({λi}) controlling the shapes of the beams are all rational numbers.
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– We assume that the lattice is clean, i.e., the hubs are pairwise interior-disjoint. Two hubs
with a common beam may touch in the disk splitting that beam.
– The split-planes are introduced by us to define a half-beam. They do not affect the topol-
ogy of a hub. Therefore, for simplicity, we disregard the split-planes in our approach to
compute the correct topology of a hub.
– The two oriented intersection-planes (e.g. ΠA,ΠB in Fig. 6.3) of a pair of quador sur-
faces are defined implicitly from their oriented contact-planes [1]. As each quador is
trimmed by its oriented contact-plane, only the intersection-plane ΠA is relevant in our
computations [1].
– The half-beams of a hub form a singly connected component, and that no half-beams
sticks out of another half-beam. These design constraints are desirable to strengthen the
hub as a lattice junction where multiple half-beam meet the ball and to avoid structurally
weak junctions such as one isolated half-beam with the ball or one half-beam with an-
other half-beam. With these assumptions, the Brep of a hub with n half-beams have n
closed-loop circular edges, one per beam as the intersection of its surface with its split-
plane, and the set of all other edges is connected. Fig. 6.4 shows valid, and invalid hubs
under these assumptions.
Figure 6.4: In the left subfigure, in the top-left, top-right and bottom-left hubs, the half-
beams do not form a connected component, and in the bottom-right hub one beam sticks
out of the other. We assume that such configurations are undesirable to avoid structurally
weak spots in the hub, hence we exclude such hubs from our scope. In the right subfigure,
the four hubs satisfy our assumptions.
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– A contact-plane or an intersection-plane trims two surfaces, one on its either side. To
consistently differentiate between these two sides, we associate two expressions with
each contact- or intersection-plane. These expressions define two oppositely oriented
planes Fig. 6.5. For example, for the hub of Fig. 6.3, we have 4 expressions (Π01,
Π10, Π02, Π20) of oriented contact-planes and 2 expressions (Π12,Π21) of oriented
intersection-planes. Furthermore, we denote the positive half spaces associated with an
oriented plane, say e.g. plane Π12 as Π+12. The order of indices in the subscript denote
the orientation of the plane, e.g., Π10 is oriented to have S0 in its positive half-space
Π+10, while Π01 is oriented to have S1 in its positive half-space Π
+
01.
Figure 6.5: A 2D schematic cross-section of a hub. With each contact-plane or intersection-
plane we associate two expressions that define two oppositely oriented planes and that the
order of indices in the subscript denotes the orientation of the plane.
6.3.3 Expressions for the geometric extents of a hub
In this section, we present the expressions for the geometric extents (surfaces and planes)
of a hub. We determine if the coefficients in these expressions are rational numbers or are
numbers with square roots:
– Quador surface Qi connects tangentially to spheres S0 (center C0, radius r0) and Si
















and, Πi0 is simply −Π0i
(6.1)
As λi is rational and the coordinates of C0 and Ci are rational (assumptions stated
in Sec. 6.3.2), the coefficients in the expressions for oriented contact-planes (Π0i or
Πi0) ∈ Q.
– The expression for surface Qi (Sec. 4.2.1) is:
S0 + λiΠ0i
2 (6.2)
Hence, the coefficients in the expressions for Qi ∈ Q.






and, Πij is simply −Πji
(6.3)





λj), i.e. the field extension of numbers with two non-nested square
roots.
In the next section, we discuss a standard approach for computing the topology of the
Brep of a hub. This approach is numerically less robust as it may involve evaluating expres-
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sions with nested square roots, therefore, we present a more robust approach in subsequent
sections.
6.4 Standard approach for computing the correct topology of the Brep of a hub
A standard approach for computing a B-Rep of a hub is to compute for each quador surface
Qi in turn, the boundary of the faces of the hub supported by Qi. In an iterative approach,
i.e. maintaining the B-Rep of Qi while adding the half-beams one by one, the standard
method requires to test whether a candidate vertex (intersection of Qi, Qj, and Qk) lie in,
out or on a fourth quador surface Ql, that is in, out or on quador volumes. Evaluating these
tests exactly is a priori difficult because the vertices are intersection points of three quador
surfaces and they are thus the solutions of degree-eight algebraic systems of three equations
of degree 2. As we will see later (Sec. 6.5.2), these vertices are actually the intersection
points of the quadric Qi with a line that can be parameterized with coefficients involving at
most three non-nested square roots. Thus the coordinates of these points can be expressed






λk). Testing whether these vertices lie in,
out or on a fourth quador surface is still difficult because it involves computations with
nested square roots. In the next two sections, we propose a computationally simpler
approach that avoids nested square roots and all computations are done by evaluating the
sign of expressions with at most 5 non-nested square roots.
6.5 Trimming Complex
Each quadric surface of a hub is trimmed by a convex polyhedron (Sec. 5.2.2). In this
section, we conjecture that the closure of the union of their interiors forms a polyhedral
complex, which we call the trimming complex of the hub (Fig. 6.6). Furthermore, we con-
jecture that, without split-planes (assumption stated in Sec. 6.3.2), the trimming complex
covers the 3D space.
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6.5.1 Elements of a Trimming Complex
A trimming complex of a hub consists of the following elements:
– Room: open convex trimming polyhedron, one for each quadric surface, and one for the
ball of the hub.
– Wall: open convex polygon bounding a room.
– Edge: oriented open line segment bounding a wall.
– Vertices: start and end of an edge.
Fig. 6.6 shows a hub, its trimming complex, and (closure of) individual rooms of the
complex. Note that as the complex covers the 3D space, for better visualization, we show
the complex trimmed by a box bounding the hub.






(f) trimming complex and the hub
Figure 6.6: A hub, (closure of) rooms of its ball and each of its beams, and the trimming
complex formed by the closure of the union of these rooms.
In the next section, we prove special properties of the contact-planes and intersection-
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planes of a hub. Later in Sec. 6.5.3, we use these properties to conjecture that the closure
of the union of the rooms of the ball and the quadors of a hub forms a polyhedral complex
and that this complex covers the whole 3D space.
6.5.2 Special properties of the arrangement of contact-planes and of the intersection-planes
of a hub
We prove the following theorems about the arrangement of contact-planes and the intersection-
planes of a hub.
Theorem 6.5.1. For two quador surfaces Qi and Qj of a hub, where trimmed Qi and Qj
are contained in (open) half-spaces Π+0i and Π
+
0j respectively, the intersection curve of the





Though proven earlier in Sec. 4.2.1, for convenience, we reproduce it as follows:
Figure 6.7: A 2D schematic cross-section of a hub. Oriented intersection-plane Πij is
computed implicitly from oriented contact-planes Π0i and Π0j.
Proof. Consider the hub of Fig. 6.7. There exist real numbers λi and λj such that Qi =
S0+λiΠ
2
0i and Qj = S0+λjΠ
2


















As trimmed Qi and Qj are contained in Π+0i and Π
+
0j respectively, their intersection
curve must lie in Π+0i ∩Π
+
0j, i.e where Π0i > 0 and Π0j > 0. Additionally
√
λi > 0 and√
















Corollary 6.5.1.1. For two quador surfaces of a hub, the two contact-planes (one for each
surface), and their intersection-plane are concurrent in a line (Fig. 6.8).
Proof. We proved above that the expression for the oriented intersection-plane Πij is Πij =√
|λj|Π0j −
√
|λi|Π0i. Hence, when Π0i = 0 and Π0j = 0, i.e. at the line where the two
contact-planes intersect, the intersection-plane Πij = 0. Thus, the the two contact-planes
and the intersection-plane are concurrent in a line.
Corollary 6.5.1.2. For three quador surfaces of a hub, the three intersection-planes (one
for each pair of surfaces) are concurrent in a line (Fig. 6.8).
Proof. Consider three quador surfaces Qi, Qj, and Qk, and consider the three oriented
intersection-planes Πij, Πjk and Πki, then at the line of intersection of Πij and Πjk,√
|λj|Π0j −
√









|λi|Π0i = 0, which is the equation for Πik (or −Πki). Thus, the
three intersection-planes are concurrent in a line.
Lemma 6.5.2. For any i, j, k, the three planes Πij,Πjk and Πki have a common line, and




ki have an empty intersection.
Proof. Following corollaries 6.5.1.1 and 6.5.1.2 for any i, j, k planes Πij,Πjk and Πki
have a common line. Furthermore, when one of the indices is 0, e.g., (0, i, j), following




|λj|Πj0). In fact, by rearranging
the terms we may write, Π0i = −(aΠij + bΠj0), or Πij = −(cΠj0 + dΠ0i) or Πj0 =
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Figure 6.8: A hub with 2 quador beams (left). The contact-planes of the two quador sur-
faces with the ball and their intersection-plane are concurrent in a line. A hub with 3 beams
(right). The three pairwise intersection-planes are concurrent in a line.
−(eΠ0i + fΠij), where a, b, c, d, e and f are real positive coefficients. Similarly, for three
non zero indices i, j, k, following corollary 6.5.1.2, we may write Πki = −(Πij + Πjk)
or Πij = −(Πjk + Πki) or Πjk = −(Πki + Πij). Hence, any one of the three planes,
cannot pass through the intersection of the positive half-spaces of the other two, e.g., Πij
cannot not pass through Π+jk ∩ Π
+
ki, as in there both Πij > 0 and Πjk > 0 and thus
Πki 6= 0. Similarly, Πjk cannot not pass through Π+ki ∩ Π
+










Another way of interpreting the above result is that for a plane ax + by + cz + d = 0,
the direction cosines of its normal
−→
N are (a, b, c), thus, Πki = −(Πij + Πjk) means, their






Njk). Thus, each plane is oriented
such that the normals of the other two planes lie on the opposite side of its normal, e.g.,




Njk are on opposite sides of
−→
Nki.
With the above constraints, given planes Πij and Πjk, plane Πki must lie in the green
shaded region and must have orientation as shown in Fig. 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: For any i, j, k planes Πij, Πjk, and Πki are concurrent in a line. Additionally,
as shown in the left subfigure, given Πij and Πjk, Πki must lie in the green shaded region,




ki = ∅. As shown in the middle subfigure,
plane Πki cannot pass through Π+ij ∩Π
+
jk (the red shaded region), and it cannot be oriented
as shown as shown in the right subfigure, as then Πij passes through Π+jk ∩Π
+
ki.
6.5.3 The closure of the union of the rooms of a hub is a polyhedral trimming complex
We conjecture that the closure of the union of the rooms of this hub is a polyhedral trimming
complex and that this trimming complex covers the 3D space. The proof of this conjecture
is considerably involved and we are still developing it. We discuss below our rationale for
our conjectures.
Let R0 and R1 are the two rooms of a hub with one half-beam. R0 is the open half-
space Π+10 and R1 is the open half-space Π
+
01. The closure of Π
+
10 ∪Π+01 is a polyhedral
complex and covers R3. Let this be true for rooms R0, ...,Rn−1 after adding n − 1 half-
beams. Consider the wall W between rooms Ri and Rj of this hub with n− 1 half-beams.
This wall lies in the plane Πij, and crossing this wall from room Ri will always take you
to room Rj. If we add a new half-beam (quador Qn) to the hub, and the half-space Π+ni
corresponding to a new plane Πni trims the the side of the wall W in room Ri, then by
Lemma 6.5.2, there must exist plane Πnj, which is concurrent with planes Πij and Πni,
and that its half-space Π+nj trims the the side of the wall W in room Rj. Hence in the
new set of rooms (after adding Qn), either the wall W gets trimmed completely or gets
trimmed equivalently on both sides such that crossing it from room Ri will always take
you to room Rj. In case the wall W is not trimmed completely after adding Qn, an edge
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of the complex lies on the line of intersection of Πij, Πni, Πnj, and the neighbourhood of
this edge is partitioned among the new rooms Ri, Rj, and Rn. Furthermore, starting from
one room, one may cross walls to travel to the other rooms of the complex, and that there
is no wall separating a room from what’s not inside of any of the other rooms, hence the
polyhedral complex must cover the 3D space.
In the next section we discuss a representation of the trimming complex.
6.5.4 Dart representation of a trimming complex
A trimming complex has vertices, edges, walls (polygons in 3D, which each have two
sides), and rooms. Brisson [69] defines a 4-tuple (a dart) and represents it by (V,E,W,R),
four indices to the vertex, edge incident on the vertex, wall bounded by the edge, and room
bounded by the wall. He defines four types of switch (S0, S1, S2, S3) that respectively
swap the vertex, or the edge, or the wall, or the room.
Figure 6.10: Brisson’s darts and switch operators. The figure shows two rooms, a dart D
on the left wall of the right room, and the result of the four switch operators on that dart.
In Brisson’s representation there are two 4-tuples per edge on the same wall in a room
and you can go from one to the other by an switch S0. For Random Access and Traversal
(RAT), we don’t need ever to distinguish between these two 4-tuples. So, we represent both
of them by a single dart (Fig. 6.11).
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6.5.5 Numerically robust computation of the dart representation of a trimming complex
We advocate to represent the trimming complex using darts [79, 80]. One may use CGAL’s
implementation of linear cell complexes [14, 81] to build this representation. CGAL claims
numerical robustness of its implementation by using numbers of arbitrary precision [82].
As stated in our assumptions Sec. 6.3.2, we do not consider split-planes in our computa-
tions. Hence, some of the rooms of the trimming complex may be unbounded. To reduce
the complexity arising out of that (e.g. edges that are either rays or lines), we assume that
the complex is trimmed by a box bounding the hub, thereby bounding each room while
maintaining connectivity of all rooms.
Additionally, we provide a numerically robust topological test in Sec. 6.7.1 to classify
the intersection of three oriented planes against a fourth oriented plane. This test may be
useful in computing the correct topology of a room, thereby useful in computing the correct
topology of a trimming complex independent of CGAL’s implementation.
6.5.6 Dart operators of a trimming complex
A dart D is the association of a room R, a wall W and a vertex V of a trimming complex.
We use post-fixed notation for our dart operators and define the following base operators
(Fig. 6.11) for a dart D in terms of Brisson’s switch operators shown in Fig. 6.10:
– D.V: vertex of dart D
– D.W: wall of dart D
– D.R: room of dart D
– D.N = D.S0.S1 ”next” around the border loop of the side of the wall
– D.S = D.S1.S2 ”swing” around the vertex in a room
– D.O = D.S3.S0 “opposite” side of the wall with reversed direction to be consistent with
clockwise orientation of darts on that side of the wall
We may use these base operators to construct convenient derived operators for dart D:
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– D.P = D.S.N.S “previous” around the border loop of the side of the wall, note that D.P
= D.S1.S0 in terms of Brisson’s switch operators.
– D.C = D.N.S, “cross” across the edge in the room, and note that D.C = D.S2.S0 as well.
To keep walking around the border of a side of a wall in a room, repeat D = D.N. To
keep swinging around a vertex in a room, repeat D = D.S. To keep swinging from room to
room (cw or ccw) around an edge, repeat D = D.C.O or D = D.O.C.
Figure 6.11: Two adjacent rooms (left and right) of a trimming complex. For simplicity
we consider rooms with 6 walls. A dart D, i.e. that is the association of a room (R), wall
(W) and vertex (V) of the complex is shown in the left wall D.W of the right room D.R.
Vertex D.V is the top left vertex on the back wall. Darts D.N and D.P are respectively the
next and previous darts in wall D.W. Dart D.S is on top wall, i.e. the next clockwise wall
around D.V. Dart D.O is the dart on the other side of the wall D.W, i.e. right wall in the left
room. Dart D.C is the is the cross dart, i.e. the oppositely oriented dart on the same edge
and room, but on the other wall incident the edge of dart D, which in this case is the back
wall.
We discussed above, computing a dart representation of the trimming complex of a hub.
In the next section, we describe using this representation as a proxy to operate on the Brep
of a hub.
6.6 Indirect corner operators of the Brep of a hub
Our goal is to build a corner based representation of the Brep of a hub. A corner is the
association of a face and a vertex of the Brep of the hub. We consider the trimming complex
of the hub, for which we have a dart based boundary representation and associated dart
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operators. A dart D is the association of a Room R, Wall W and Vertex V of the trimming
complex. In order to build corner operators in terms of dart operators, we associate a dart D
with a corner c. Note that each corner of the hub has an associated dart but not vice versa.
We define this association as follows.
6.6.1 Computing the association of a dart with a corner of the hub
The oriented edge E associated with a dart D (i.e. edge from D.V to D.N.V) will stab the
quador surface Q of D.R in at most two points [2]. We associate the corner in Q at the
”first inward” stab (intersection point) of E with Q.
We identify the first inward stab of edge E with quador surface Q as follows. We
identify if the starting vertex (D.V) of the dart is inside or outside of the quador half-space
using the predicate described in Sec. 6.7.2. We also compute the number of intersections
of edge E with Q as using the predicate described in Sec. 6.7.3. Now the following cases
may arise:
– If the number of intersections is zero then we don’t have any associated corner for dart
D.
– If the number of intersections is one and the starting vertex D.V is inside Q+, then too
there is no associated corner to dart D.
– If the number of intersections is one and the starting vertex D.V is outside Q+, then the
corner of that intersection point in Q is associated to dart D.
– If the number of intersections is two and starting vertex D.V is in Q+ then the corner
of the first intersection point in Q is associated to dart D. The predicate described in
Sec. 6.7.3 that counts the number of intersection of an edge with a quador, returns an
ordered pair of parameters (t1, t2) (in range (0,1)) corresponding to the two intersection
points.
– If the number of intersections is two and starting vertex D.V is inside Q+ then the corner
of the second intersection point in Q is associated to dart D.
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In Fig. 6.12, we show all the possible cases mentioned above.
(a) start out, end out, no intersection (b) start in, end in, no intersection
(c) start out, end in, one intersection (d) start in, end out, one intersection
(e) start out, end out, two intersection (f) start in, end in, two intersection
Figure 6.12: Association of a corner c with a dart D in different cases. Below each subfigure
we specify if the start and end of a dart are inside or outside the quador of the room of the
dart, and the number of intersections of the edge of that dart with that quador. In each case
the corner associated with the first inward stabbing of the edge of the dart with the quador
is the associated corner of dart D.
6.6.2 Computing corner operators in terms of dart operators
Let c.D be the operator to get the dart associated with corner c and D.c be the operator to
get the corner associated with dart D. Then, the corner operators of the hub are defined as
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follows:
– c.v = first inward intersection of edge from c.D.V to c.D.N.V with Q in c.D.R.
– c.f = quador Q in room c.D.R
– c.s = c.D.O.C.c
– c.n = First swing twice c.D.S.S to go to the dart in the un-swinged wall of the room,
then loop around the edges of that wall using next of a dart till a dart with an associated
corner is found.
The corner operators (c.v) and (c.f) to obtain the vertex and face of a corner are trivial.
In Fig. 6.13 and Fig. 6.14 we illustrate respectively how the swing and next corner operator
works for the cases shown in Fig. 6.12.
6.7 Performing numerically robust topological tests using numbers in field exten-
sions
In this section we describe the topological tests that we use in our approach (Sec. 6.5,
Sec. 6.6) to compute the correct topology of the Brep of a hub. We use the representa-
tions and the recursive method described in Sec. 6.2 to evaluate the signs of numbers in
performing these tests.
6.7.1 Classifying a vertex of the trimming polyhedron, i.e. intersection of three trimming
planes of a quador, against a fourth trimming plane of that quador
The three planes that trim Qi and intersecting at Pijkl, are Πji,Πki and Πli. The coeffi-


















λm). Then to classify Pijkl against Πmi, we compute the determinant of a 4× 4
matrix [53], where the terms are the coefficients of the four planes Πji,Πki, Πli and Πmi.
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(a) start out, end in, one intersection
(b) start out, end out, two intersection
(c) start in, end in, two intersection
Figure 6.13: Application of the indirect swing operator c.s = c.D.O.C.c for a corner c of the
hub. In each subfigure the room of the corner c is on the right and the room of its swinged
corner is on the left.
Computing this determinant involves multiplying and adding these coefficients, and fol-
lowing our earlier discussion on arithmetic operations on numbers in field extensions, this










λm). We then evaluate if this number




(a) start out, end in, one intersection (b) start out, end out, two intersection
(c) start in, end in, two intersection (d) additional example
Figure 6.14: The figure shows how the indirect next operator (c.n = swing twice c.D.S.S,
then loop using next on darts till a dart with an associated corner is found) works for a
corner c of the hub. In subfigure (d) we show an additional example to illustrate that we
may have to loop over a number of edges using next of a dart to find the next of a corner.
6.7.2 Classifying a vertex of the trimming polyhedron, i.e. intersection of three trimming
planes of a quador, against that quador













λl) respectively. To compute the
coordinates of Pijkl, we solve a linear system of equations using Crammer’s rule, wherein
we compute ratios of determinants of 3 × 3 matrices of coefficients of the three intersect-
ing planes. Which following our discussion on arithmetic operations on numbers in field









substitute these coordinates in the expression for Qi, which involves adding/subtracting/-
multiplying these coefficients with self, each other or with other rational numbers, resulting








λl). We evaluate if this number is 0, +ve, or−ve to
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identify if Pijkl is on/outside/inside of Qi respectively.
6.7.3 Computing the number of intersections of an edge of the trimming polyhedron of a
quador with that quador
We compute the parametric representation Pijkl+t(Pijkm−Pijkl) = 0 of the line Ek(t) such
that Ek(t = 0) = Pijkl and Ek(t = 1) = Pijkm. Substitute the expression of this line in Qi
to obtain a quadratic expression in t. Let this expression be at2 + bt + c. The coefficients










λm). If the sign of its discriminant










λm), is negative, then
the line Ek(t) does not intersect Qi. Else if d = 0, then the only root is −b/2a, which is










λm), and we check if it lies in (0, 1) to determine
the number of intersections of line segment Ek with Qi. Else d > 0, i.e. there are 2 roots,
in which case we compute the number of roots to the right and left of the starting and end
point of line segment Ek, and from that deduce the number of intersections of Ek with Qi.
The approach is as follows:
We compute the number of positive roots n1 from the sign of the product (p = c/a) and
the sum (s = −b/a) of roots. If p is positive, and s is negative, then both roots are negative
and line segment Ek does not intersect Qi. Else, if p is positive, and s is positive then there
are two positive roots, i.e. n1 = 2, else if p is negative, then n1 = 1. We repeat this exercise
with line Ek(t) reverse parameterized with Ek(t = 0) = Pijkm and Ek(t = 1) = Pijkl,
i.e. as Pijkm + t(Pijkl−Pijkm) = 0, substitute in Qi and recompute the number of positive
roots n2. Now, from the values of n1 and n2, we deduce the number of intersections n of
the line segment Ek with Qi as follows:
• n1 = 2, n2 = 0 =⇒ n = 0
• n1 = 2, n2 = 1 =⇒ n = 1
• n1 = 2, n2 = 2 =⇒ n = 2
• n1 = 1, n2 = 1 =⇒ n = 0
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• n1 = 1, n2 = 2 =⇒ n = 1
6.8 Summary of our approach to compute the correct topology of a hub
In this chapter, we presented a numerically robust approach to compute the correct topology
of a hub. In our approach, we associate a convex trimming polyhedron with each surface
of the hub. We conjecture that the union of these polyhedron covers the whole space and
that their arrangement forms a polyhedral trimming complex. We discuss computing a
numerically robust dart representation [14] of this complex and define dart operators to
traverse this complex. We define the association of a corner of the Brep (Sec. 5.3) of a hub
with a dart of its trimming complex, and use dart operators to traverse the Brep of the hub.
To correctly compute a trimming polyhedron, and to build the association of a corner with
a dart, we propose three topological tests. We prove that that these tests can be performed
by computing the signs of closed-form algebraic expressions, each involving only rational
numbers and up to five non-nested square roots. We describe an approach to evaluate the
sign of such an expression using only integers and only the standard arithmetic operations.
As we decompose a lattice of quador beams into an assembly of pairwise interior-
disjoint hubs (Ch. 4), the correct topology of the Brep of a lattice can be computed trivially
from that of its hubs. Though one may accelerate it through distributed computing, it may
still be computationally unviable for enormous lattices with billions to trillions of hubs. In
the next chapter, we propose a class of lattices called Steady Lattices which consists of
patterns of hubs, with hubs of a pattern related by similarity transforms. Hence, one may
compute the correct connectivity and numerically approximate geometry of the Brep of one





In the previous chapters of this thesis, we addressed our first challenge that we talked
about in the introduction, that is of designing and modeling beams with curved profiles and
of computing their surfaces reliably. We now address the second challenge of precisely
modeling highly complex lattices with profiled beams and of efficiently computing their
mass properties.
Our goal is to support design and processing of large and complex lattices like the one
shown in Fig. 7.1. This requires representing the lattice and therefore its hubs in a form
that is easy to compute, compact to store and is amenable to fast and robust queries. We
propose such a representation for a class of lattices, that we call steady lattices.
In this chapter, we first go through prior art on lattice structures, we then define steady
lattices, followed by efficient computation of a specific set of balls and beams of a steady
lattice. Thereafter, we discuss special properties of steady lattices that helps in efficient
processing of a large and complex steady lattice. Then, in the last section of this chapter, we
show examples of steady lattices and report the performance of computing the parameters
defining the balls and beams of a steady lattice.
7.1 Prior art on lattice microstructures
We divide prior art into (1) Procedural models, (2) Regular lattices, (3) Conformal lattices,
and (4) Irregular models.
7.1.1 Procedural Models
Our approach of representing the lattice by a program builds on earlier and more general
procedural modeling paradigms [83]. For example, the MAMOUR system [84, 85] en-
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Figure 7.1: A large and complex lattice with more than 50,000 quador beams.
abled to define patterns of repeated features (such as a string of uniformly spaced rivet
holes around a face of a CAD model), to parameterize them, and to program parameter ex-
pressions in terms of geometric measures. Application of procedural modeling to repeated
patterns and lattice structures are numerous.
The ABCSG system [86] supported a text-based representation of a scene-graph that
combines solid primitives with operators (assembly, Boolean, Affine Transformation, Rep-
etition, and Recursion) that can be edited with a keyboard or a GUI. The OCTOR system
[87] provided effective tools for using the GUI to select sub-structures in such iterative or
recursive patterns, so as to edit them or to specify exceptions at which instances do not
follow the pattern.
Procedural methods that define geometry and coordinate systems using analytic implicit
functions [88] have also been used to generate lattices.
7.1.2 Regular lattices
Regular lattices are the most common type of lattice structures used in the design of me-
chanical objects [89].
They consist of copies of a cell template arranged on a regular grid. These types of
lattices have also been used to design meta materials with microstructures, such as archi-
tected materials [6]. Interactive modeling and design is performed by orienting the grid,
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specifying cell templates, and selecting cell sizes and cell instance counts.
Solid modeling operations, such as extrude and sweep, have been applied to the design
of lattice cell layouts [7].
R-Functions [88] have also been used to model regular lattices and their variations, that
for example include cylindrical and spherical patterns.
While the simplicity of these structures enables an efficient representation, the regular-
ity of such structures constrains the kinds of lattices that can be modeled with this approach.
7.1.3 Conformal Lattices
Conformal lattices [11, 90] address the above limitation by requiring that edges or vertices
of one of the faces of each cell of a base layer be aligned with iso-parametric curves of a
surface. Additional layers of cells may be added by offsetting the base layer of conformal
cells, or by interpolating between two base conformal layers lying on different surfaces
[11, 90].
Recent work extends the conformal lattice patterning approach to the volumetric do-
main [91]. Here, all cells are aligned according to iso-parametric curves of trivariate B-
Splines. In this approach, the geometry of the cell template is deformed according to the
trivariate mapping.
The cell layout [7] may also be defined by a volumetric mesh, such as a tetrahedral or
hexahedral mesh. Cell templates are deformed to match the shape of the corresponding
volume mesh elements. A variant has been demonstrated in the Plato software system
developed by Sandia Labs [92].
Alternatively, the vertices and edges of the volume mesh may themselves be used to
define the lattice structure [7].
Implicit functions, including distance fields have also been used to define lattices [93,
7] and heterogeneous materials [94].
Warped lattice structures were created in [95] by morphing a 3D rectangular grid ac-
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cording to a warping function. The warping function was computed from an optimization
procedure. Lattice templates were then morphed into each grid cell to create a continuous
lattice structure.
Skin lattices that follow a prescribed surface may also be created [96] by trimming
voxelized representation of functionally graded lattices.
These approaches broaden considerably the design space of regular lattices. Most of
them require storing evaluated models of the supporting representations (such as the topol-
ogy and geometry of tetrahedral meshes, the control points and knots of the control grids of
splines, or the coefficients of the basis functions). The associated storage cost makes mem-
ory access expensive when processing lattices with billions of elements. More importantly,
the irregularity of the patterns that they support complicates the task of identifying which
cells lie near a given query (point, line, or plane) and makes geometric and integral queries
expensive. Finally, we conjecture that the lack of steadiness of the patterns may often result
in non-monotonic gradations of mechanical properties, which, we believe can make analy-
sis and optimization more challenging, and ultimately may reduce the performance of the
final product.
7.1.4 Irregular Models
A large body of literature focuses on procedural generation of non-periodic structures [97,
98]. These non-periodic lattices make it simple to grade the geometry of the microstructure,
but do not offer precise control to define the geometry and topology of the microstructure.
For example, procedural Voronoi Foams [99, 100] is an example of a non-fully evaluated
lattice representation. Such lattices are modeled similarly to Voronoi-based, procedural,
cellular textures, which are very efficient to evaluate and store. However, the method is
restricted to modeling stochastic, open-cell foams.
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7.2 Definition of a steady lattice
We propose a Parametric Program-Representation (PPR) of periodic lattices ([3]) with re-
peating patterns of elements (balls and beams) in three different directions, wherein we
represent a lattice by a short program with a selected set of exposed control parameters that
may be used to adjust (and possibly optimize for some application) the overall shape of the
lattice, its repetition count in each direction, its microstructure, and its gradation. We call
these lattices Steady Lattices and define them as follows:
The balls of a steady lattice are organized into an i × j × k array of cells (a small set
of balls), and that there are three similarities, (U ,V ,W ), such that a cell C[i, j, k] is a
similarity transform of a starting cell C[0, 0, 0] , i.e. C[i, j, k] = W k·V j·U i·C[0, 0, 0],
which implies that the ball n in cell C[i, j, k], denoted as N[i, j, k, n], is given by
W k·V j·U i·N[0, 0, 0, n]. A beam defined by B(s, e, di, dj, dk) means that the lattice con-
tains all beams that each connects ball N[i, j, k, s] to ball N[i+ di, j + dj, k+ dk, e] for all
valid triplets (i, j, k). A set of solids Xi is a steady pattern when there exists a similarity
S such that, for each valid index i, Xi = Sk·X0, where X0 is the first solid in the pattern.
We prove in Sec. 7.4 that a steady lattice consists of steady rows of hubs, wherein the hubs
in each row form a steady pattern along the k direction. Figure 7.2 shows an example of a
steady lattice and illustrates the associated terminology.
Thus to specify a steady lattice, we need to specify a starting cell of balls C[0, 0, 0], a set
of beams, each specified in form B(s, e, di, dj, dk), three similarity transforms (U ,V ,W ),
and three corresponding repetition counts (i, j, k). Besides, a cone beam being implicitly
defined from the position of its two balls (Ch. 2), steady lattices with cone beams do not
require any addition parameter to specify the shape of beams, but lattices with quador
beams do. For lattices with quador beams, we specify a single parameter x for the whole
lattice, to compute the “thickening parameter” (Sec. 3.2.3) tx = tmin + x(tmax − tmin) for













(e) all cells (f) all cells ∪ beams corresponding
to every cell = steady lattice
Figure 7.2: Example illustrating terminology associated with a steady lattice.
Note that the lattice shown in Fig. 7.1 is a Steady Lattice, defined by specifying a
starting cell with just 6 balls, 36 beams and three similarity transforms.
7.3 Computing a cell (set of balls) of a steady lattice
The overall shape and gradation of a steady lattice is controlled by three similarity trans-
formations. This deliberate design choice ensures that the gradation in each direction is
regular (i.e., mathematically steady), and that each cell can be evaluated directly, without
iterations. To compute the balls in cell C[i, j, k] = W k·V j·U i·C[0, 0, 0] in a steady lat-
tice, we need to compute the powers (U i,V j,W k) of similarity transforms. To compute
the power of a similarity, e.g. W t, where t is a real valued exponent, we decompose W
it into the canonical commutative product R·T , where R and T are primitive transforma-
tions (translation, rotation and scaling), such that W t = Rt·T t.
We distinguish two cases, when mw = 1, W is a rigid body transformation. Then, R
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is a rotation and T is a translation by a vector parallel to the axis of R. In this case, as
t varies, W t defines a screw motion and point W t·P0 traces a helix (See [101] for the
computation of W t.)
When mw 6= 1, W is a similarity. Then, R is a rotation and T a dilation about a fixed
point F on the axis of R. In this case, as t varies, W t defines a swirl motion and point
W t·P0 traces a concho-spiral [102].
The precise expressions for these two motions are given below. The notations used in
these expressions are given in Appendix A and their derivation is given in Appendix C. We
evaluate them for uniformly spaced values of t to produce steady screw patterns or steady
swirl patterns.














Here, F is the fixed point,
−→
N is the unit vector along the axis of rotation, α is the
angle of rotation, d is the distance of translation along
−→







FP0 rotated by α around
−→
N . Note that in special cases, the first expression
may reduce to pure translation (α = 0) or pure rotation (d = 0) and the second expression
may reduce to pure scaling (α = 0).
To compute the balls of cell C[i, j, k], we transform each ball of cell C[0, 0, 0], by the
appropriate similarity. To do so, we precompute the canonical decomposition of each of
the three similarities U , V and W of the steady lattice. Then, we compute the center and
radius of ball N[i, j, k, n] by transforming the center Cn and radius rn of the corresponding
ball in the starting cell as follows, assuming that mu, mv and mw are the scaling factors of
U , V and W respectively.
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N[i, j, k, n] = Ball(W k·V j·U i·Cn, mkwmjvmiurn)
(7.3)
7.4 Steady rows of hubs in a steady lattice
In a Steady Lattice each cell can be expressed as C[i, j, k] = W k·V j·U i·C0, where
C0 = C[0, 0, 0]. We consider the patterns of cells and therefore the patterns of each of its
balls, in the i, j, and k directions. We prove that they are steady patterns. We also prove
that each beam belongs to a steady pattern of beams in the k direction. We conclude that,
each hub belongs to a steady pattern of hubs in the k direction.
7.4.1 Steady patterns of cells and balls
Consider the following two steps, through which we reformulate W k·V j·U i·C0:
C[i, j, k] = W k·V j·U i·C0
= (W k·V j·U ·V −j·W−k)i· (W k·V j·C0)
= M i·C[0, j, k],where M is a similarity.
(7.4)
where, M = W k·V j·U ·V −j·W−k and C[0, j, k] = W k·V j·C0.
Eq. 7.4 shows that the set of cells Ci for a fixed index pair (j, k) forms a steady pattern
with the starting cell C[0, j, k].
Similarly, we prove below that the set of cells along Cj for a fixed index pair (i, k)
forms a steady pattern with the starting cell C[i, 0, k].
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C[i, j, k] = W k·V j·U i·C0
= (W k·V ·W−k)j· (W k·U i·C0)
= M j·C[i, 0, k]
(7.5)
where, M = W k·V ·W−k and C[i, 0, k] = W k·U i·C0.
Finally, we prove below that the set of cells along Ck for a fixed index pair (i, j) forms
a steady pattern with the starting cell C[i, j, 0].
C[i, j, k] = W k·V j·U i·C0
= (W k)· (V j·U i·C0)
= M k·C[i, j, 0]
(7.6)
where, M = W and C[i, j, 0] = V j·U i·C0.
7.4.2 Steady patterns of beams
In this subsection, we prove that given a beam B[s, e, di, dj, dk] connecting ball N[i, j, k, s]
to ball N[i + di, j + dj, k + dk, e], the set Bk of its instances in cells Ck for a fixed index
pair (i, j) forms a steady pattern. We already proved above the steadiness of the set of cells
Ck, hence for balls N[i, j, k, s] and N[i+ di, j + dj, k + dk, e] in these cells:
N[i, j, k, s] = W k·N[i, j, 0, s]
N[i+ di, j + dj, k + dk, e] = W
k·N[i+ di, j + dj, dk, e]
(7.7)
As both the balls defining the set of beams mentioned above, follow the steady pattern
defined by W , the set of beams Bk forms a steady pattern.
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7.4.3 Steady patterns of hubs
In Sec. 4.1 we defined a hub as the union of a ball and its half-beams. In the sub-sections
above, we proved that a steady lattice consists of steady pattern of cells (of balls) Ck and
of beams Bk for a fixed index pair (i, j). Moreover, both for the cells and for the beams,
the steady pattern is defined by similarity W , hence in a steady lattice, the set of hubs Hk
for a fixed set of index pair (i, j) forms a steady pattern, i.e. a hub H[i, j, k, n] at ball n in
cell C[i, j, k] is given by W k·H[i, j, 0, n] for a fixed index pair (i, j).
Figure 7.3: A steady lattice has steady rows of hubs along the k direction. In the above
image steady rows of hubs are colored differently and hubs of a row have the same color.
In the example above, each hub in a steady row is a similarity transform of the previous
hub in that row by the similarity transform W .
7.5 Examples of steady lattices
Fig. 7.4 shows a steady lattice and the small program defining that lattice. With just a
few lines of code we have created a reasonably complex lattice that bends and grades.
Notice that in this example, some of the parameters (namely ”ringRadius”, ”ballRadius”
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and ”scale”) defining the lattice are exposed to control and possibly optimize the lattice.
Fig. 7.5 shows instances of a more complex steady lattice. Each instance is created by
changing one or more of the exposed control parameters of that lattice.
Figure 7.4: A program defining a steady lattice and the corresponding lattice. The class,
Params, exposes parameters that may be used by an engineer or by an optimization program
to tweak the lattice.
Figure 7.5: Instances of a steady lattice with quador beams, obtained by changing one or
more of its control parameters. From left, the first instance has thin beams, the second
instance has thick beams, the third instance has different repetition counts than the first
two, and the fourth instance has a different similarity transform along its height than the
previous three instances.
Another example of a complex steady lattice is shown in Fig. 7.6. This lattice is
inspired by the “Superealastic Tire” design by NASA [103]. A full scale model (Fig. 7.7-
right) of such a steady lattice was designed and printed by Siemens Corporate research, one
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of our collaborators in this research.
(a) Weave structure (b) Spring tire
(c) Spring tire construction
Figure 7.6: Construction of a spring-tire lattice.
(a) Reduced scale model (b) Full scale model
Figure 7.7: 3D printed models of a spring tire lattice.
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7.6 Experimental validation of computing balls and beams of a steady lattices
Steady lattices are implicitly defined lattices, i.e. the balls and beams of the lattice never
needs to be evaluated and stored in its entirety. Instead, they are evaluated and queried on
demand for a Region-of-Interest (RoI). To report the performance (Table 7.1) of computing
the balls and beams of a steady lattice, we consider the lattice of Fig. 7.8. For each beam,
we compute the centers and radii of its two balls and the centers and radii of the two
circular edges of the beam (truncated cone). We perform tests with increasing number of
repetitions in each direction and for each test we average the timings of three runs. Due
to direct computation of balls (Sec. 7.3) and simple implicit computation of beams 3.2, we
are able to process on an average 2.5 million beams per second on a (3.6GHZ, Quad Core,
i7-7700 CPU) without any customized parallel processing.).
Figure 7.8: A steady lattice with cone beams.
Table 7.1: Performance of computing the balls and beams of the Honeycomb-Dual lattice
of Fig. 1.1.
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In this chapter we described steady lattices, a new class of lattices that are suitable for
designing and processing large and complex lattices. We may use steady lattices to design
the interior of a 3D printed part. A common objective of designing the interior of a 3D
printed part with lattice microstructures is to increase the strength to weight ratio of the
part, i.e. to reduce the overall weight of the part while maintaining required strength. Sim-
ilarly for other applications (e.g. heat transfer, adsorption), it may be required to increase
the surface area to volume ratio of the lattice. To achieve these objectives, it may require
computing the mass properties, such as the surface area or the volume of the lattice mi-
crostructure. It may not be viable to compute mass properties of a large lattice by iterating
over its billions of elements. In the next chapter we discuss efficiently computing the mass
properties of a steady lattice.
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CHAPTER 8
ACCELERATING THE COMPUTATION OF THE MASS PROPERTIES OF A
STEADY LATTICE
In general, optimizing a lattice for a certain application, may include constraints such
as, minimizing the overall weight, or achieve a certain distribution of weight, or maximize
the total surface area of the lattice. This necessitate, computing the mass properties, such
as the volume or surface area of a lattice. Computing these properties for a large lattice
is complicated by two challenges, one, that it is unviable to compute these properties by
iterating over all the elements in a large lattice, and two, that it is difficult to compute these
properties due to geometric complexity of the intersections between the balls and beams of
a lattice. In this chapter we address these challenges to closely and efficiently estimate the
mass properties of a steady lattice.
8.1 Closed-form expressions for mass properties of a steady lattice
The first of these two challenges is partially addressed by defining the lattice as a steady
lattice. Given that a steady lattice consists of steady rows of hubs, we exploit this property
to provide closed-form expressions to compute the mass properties of a steady lattice.
These closed-form expressions reduces the computational complexity from O(i× j×k) to
O(i× j). In other words, for an n×n×n steady lattice, if the time taken to compute mass
properties by brute force is t, then using the closed-form expression it will take only t2/3.
We derive the closed-form expressions for computing specific integral properties, namely
surface area, volume, center of mass, and spherical inertia of a steady lattice as follows:
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8.1.1 Surface area of a steady lattice
Let a0 be the total surface area of all the hubs (without the end caps of half-beams) in the
k = 0 layer of cells and let ak denote the surface area of all the hubs in kth layer of cells.
If W k is a screw pattern (Sec. 7.3), each hub of the k = 0 layer undergoes a rigid
transformation, hence the total surface area aL of the lattice is simply ka0.
If W k is a swirl pattern (Sec. 7.3), a hub of the k = 0 layer is scaled by m2kw , hence the


















8.1.2 Volume of a steady lattice
Let v0 be the total volume of all the hubs in the k = 0 layer of cells and vk be the volume
of all the hubs in the kth layer of cells.
If W k is a screw pattern (Sec. 7.3), the total volume vL of the lattice is kv0.












8.1.3 Centroid of a steady lattice
Let G0 be the centroid (center of mass) of all the hubs in the k = 0 layer of cells. Then,
assuming uniform material density through out the lattice, the centroid GL of the whole
















k − 1)/(m3w − 1)
(8.4)
Now, from Eq. 7.2:












































































(m3kw − 1)/(m3w − 1)
(8.7)
While other summations in the above expression are trivial, the summations with trigono-
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metric terms can be computed by substituting a = m4w in the following expressions [104]:
∑
akck =
1− ac1 − akck + ak+1ck−1
1 + a2 − 2ac1∑
aksk =
as1 − aksk + ak+1sk−1
1 + a2 − 2ac1
(8.8)
Screw pattern
















Similar to the derivation of centroid in the swirl case, the centroid for the screw case























The summations with trigonometric terms can be computed by substituting a = 1 in
Eq. 8.8.
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8.1.4 Spherical moment of inertia of a steady lattice
The spherical moment of inertia, or simply “spherical inertia”, of a body B about a fixed
point G is iG =
∫
B
r2dm, where r is the distance of the infinitesimal mass dm from G and
body’s total mass is m =
∫
B
dm. For example, for a ball of uniform density ρ, center G
and radius r, iG = ρ(4/5)πr5 and m = ρ(4/3)πr3. The spherical inertia of the body about
a different point P can be transferred from G using iP = iG +m|
−→
PG|2.
We compute the spherical inertia of a steady lattice L about its centroid GL as follows.
We assume, that we can compute the mass m, the centroid G, and the spherical inertia
i for each hub in the k = 0 layer of hubs, about their respective centroid. We can then
compute the mass m0, centroid G0, and spherical inertia i0 of the entire k = 0 layer about
its centroid G0. The spherical inertia i0 is computed by using the transfer formula given
above and summing the results. We compute the center of mass, GL of the lattice and then
compute the spherical inertia iL of the whole lattice about GL, by combining the inertia of






where, ik is the spherical inertia of the kth layer about its centroid Gk and mk is its
mass.
To formulate a closed-form expression for this sum, we use the terms defined in the





For a swirl pattern (Sec. 7.3), the spherical inertia of the lattice L about its center of
mass is:






















For a screw pattern (Sec. 7.3), it is:
iL = q0 +m0(q1 + q2 + q3 + q4 + q5) (8.14)
where,







































Extensions of such closed-form expressions for inertia about a given axis and hence for
inertia tensors are more challenging and are not addressed in this thesis.
8.2 Close approximation of mass properties of a hub
The first of the two challenges in computing mass properties of a large lattice is addressed
by designing the lattice as a steady lattice and using the closed-form expressions provided
in the previous section. The second challenge in computing the mass properties of a large
lattice is the geometric complexity of intersections between the balls and beams of a lattice.
One of the ways to address the above challenge is to to approximate the integral properties
of a hub from its voxelization or octree decomposition [62], from ray sampling, or from a
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triangulation of its boundary. For example, we can triangulate the surface of the ball of the
hub and project (ray shooting) its vertices outwards from the ball’s center C to the hub’s
surface, then approximate the hub’s volume by summing the volume of the tetrahedron
formed by each triangle with C. But even with large number of rays, this will produce
large approximation errors (Fig. 8.1), especially towards the far end of the half-beam, away
from center C.
Figure 8.1: Discretizing entire hub (solid color) has large approximation error with respect
to actual hub (transparent).
To improve hub’s approximation with considerably fewer rays, we observe that for
a clean lattice, i.e. for a lattice with disjoint hubs, the intersection between the balls and
beams of the lattice is confined to individual hubs and in fact at each hub these intersections
are confined within a minimal radius inflated ball that is concentric with the ball of the hub.
The half-beams of the hub may overlap within this inflated ball and are disjoint outside of
it. Furthermore, we assume that the length/diameter ratios of the beams are sufficiently
large, so that the overlapping region between lattice elements is a very small fraction of
the overall lattice. We conjecture that most lattices respect this assumption, since prior
art [105, 106] recommends a ratio superior to 5, which ensures the accuracy of structural
analysis of the lattices. We therefore estimate the integral properties of a hub as follows:
For each pair of half-beams of a hub, we compute an inflated ball (concentric with the
ball of the hub) such that the two half-beams of that pair are disjoint outside that inflated
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ball. The largest of these inflated balls for all pairs of half-beams in a hub is the inflated-
ball for that hub. We then split the hub into a single core portion that is within this inflated
ball and several clean portions that are outside the inflated ball, one for each of the half-
beams (Fig. 8.2). We then approximate the integral properties of the hub by aggregating
the integral properties of its core and clean portions.
Figure 8.2: A hub is split into a core portion and clean portions of several beams (left).
The core (center). Discretized core (right). Mass property of a hub is approximated by
aggregating approximate value of that property for the core and exact values of that property
for the clean portions.
The inflated ball of a hub is centered at the center O of the ball of that hub. The radius
of this inflated ball is computed as follows. Consider a hub with n half-beams. Let ri,j be
the radius of the smallest sphere Si,j centered at O, outside of which the two half-beams
with surfaces Qi and Qj don’t interfere with each other. Then, the radius r of the inflated
ball is obtained by
r = max ri,j,∀j 6= i AND i, j ∈ [1, n]
where, ri,j = distance(O, point(C[i][j], 0.5))
(8.15)
Where point(C[i][j], 0.5) is a point on Si,j . Computing this point is reduced to a 2D
problem (in the plane of the axes of Qi and Qj) of computing the intersection point of the
profile curves of Qi and Qj and computing its distance from O. For cone half-beams this
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is trivial, as the two profiles are straight lines. For quador half-beams, it may appear that
we need to intersect two conics. However, we avoid computing this intersection by directly
computing the point corresponding to parameter 0.5 on the consistently parameterized in-
tersection curve C[i][j] between the two half-beams.
The integral properties of the core are approximated from its tetrahedral discretization
using the ray shooting approach described above, while that of the clean portions (cylinders,
cones, ellipsoids, hyperboloids) are computed using closed-form expressions. For quador
beams these closed-form expressions are derived as follows.
Given a surface-of-revolution, defined by profile y = f(x) and x-axis as its axis-of-





1 + (dy/dx)2dx (8.16)
For a quador surface the profile curve is given by ax2 + y2 + 2bx+ c = 0. Upon
differentiating we obtain dy/dx = −(ax+ b)/y. Substituting it in (8.16) we obtain,
S = 2π
∫ √
y2 + (ax+ b)2dx, using the equation of the profile curve we eliminate y from
this equation to obtain, S = 2π
∫ √
a(a− 1)x2 + 2b(a− 1)x+ b2 − cdx. This is an inte-
gral of the form
∫ √
Ax2 +Bx+ Cdx, which has a standard closed form solution [108].




Which upon substituting y2 and integrating gives, V = −π(ax3/3 + bx2 + cx+ constant).
8.3 Experimental validations of our approach to estimate the mass properties of a
steady lattice
To validate the efficiency of our approach to estimate the mass properties of a hub, we
consider the hub of Fig. 8.2-left. This hubs has 14 half-beams. For simplicity, we consider
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cone beams. We estimate the volume of this hub using Parasolid (Geometric Modeling
Kernel). We consider the volume estimated by the Parasolid Kernel to be the true volume
of the hub. We then estimate the volume of this hub by the approach described in (Sec. 8.2),
for different number of rays (level of discretization of the core of the hub) and measure the
error in estimating the true volume of the hub. Figure 8.3 shows that the volume error of
the hub reduces quickly to a low value (0.22%) with just 600 rays per hub. In comparison
this error is more than 2.5% if we discretize the entire hub using 600 rays.
(a) Discretized core inside the true core (transparent blue).
(b) Hub’s volume error vs number of rays
Figure 8.3: Improved approximation at small number of rays due to hub splitting
To validate the closed-form expressions provided in Sec. 8.1, we perform the following
experiments. Fig. 8.4 shows results of comparing volume and centroid of the cells of balls
of a steady lattice (no beams), computed by using brute force versus using the closed-form
expressions for volume Eq. 8.17, and centroid 8.7 and 8.11 of a steady lattice. The green
ball (transparent) corresponds to closed-form results, its volume equals to that of all the
balls of the lattice and is placed at the centroid of the centers of these balls. Similarly
the red ball (solid color) corresponds to result from brute force computation. The red
ball’s radius has been reduced by half to visualize the two balls together. Observe that as
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expected, the centers of the two ball are identical and the radius of the red ball is half of
that of the green ball.
(a) pure rotation (b) screw pattern (c) swirl pattern
Figure 8.4: Verification of equations for volume and centroid.
Finally, we validate that our approach reduces the computational complexity to esti-
mate the integral properties of a steady lattice of size (i × j × k) from O(i × j × k) to
O(i× j) . To illustrate this acceleration, we consider the example of the lattice of Fig. 7.8
with repetition counts 3 × 30 × 20 and 64, 800 beams in total. For each hub of the lattice,
we approximate its volume using 600 rays per hub, following the approach described in
Sec. 8.2. For brute force computation, we explicitly compute the volume of each hub in
the lattice and sum them up to approximate the volume of the lattice. For closed form
computation, we first explicitly compute the volume of all the hubs in the k = 0 layer of
hubs, sum them up to approximate the volume v0 of the k = 0 layer of hubs and then use
the closed form expression of Eq. 8.17 to approximate the volume of the lattice. We re-
port the average values of three consecutive runs. While, the brute force computation took
30, 635 milliseconds, the closed form computation took just 1, 565 milliseconds. That’s a
reduction by a factor of 19.57, as expected for k = 20. The significance of such a reduction
may be appreciated even more considering that the closed-form computation of the volume
of all the beams of a bent and graded octahedral lattice (right image in Fig. 1.1) of size
10000 × 10000 × 10000, with more than 24 × 1012 beams, took under 10 minutes, which
if done by brute force would take several days.
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In this chapter we described efficient ways to closely approximate the mass properties
of a steady lattice. In the next chapter we discuss efficient ways to perform geometric
queries, such as PMC, minimum distance, ray intersection, slicing and volume meshing on
a lattice with quador beams.
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CHAPTER 9
ANTICIPATED BENEFITS OF QUADOR BEAMS ON PROCESSING A HUB
To fabricate a lattice of quador-hubs, one may obtain a triangle mesh from the Brep of the
hub, and send it to a 3D printer. We have a separate paper under review, where we discuss
computing watertight mesh of a selected subset of hubs in a lattice. Further, we envision
a future where 3D printers accept unions or voxels [110]. Towards that future, lattices
with quador hubs provide several advantages. We take advantage of decomposing a clean
lattice into an assembly of pair wise disjoint hubs, to distribute a query on the lattice to its
hubs. In case the lattice is a steady lattice, we accelerate it further by identifying a small
set of candidate hubs for a query and then distributing that query to these hubs. Efficiently
identifying these candidate hubs is a topic of research of my colleague Kelsey Kurzeja
([15]). Here, I specifically discuss, efficient ways to perform a set of fundamental geometric
queries on a single hub. These queries are useful for evaluating a lattice structure “as
designed”, and though not discussed in this thesis, may be useful in effectively considering
manufacturing process related constraints.
9.1 Point Membership Classification (PMC)
Point-in-hub test can be is reduced to a point-in-ball test and several point-in-beam tests.
While a point-in-ball test is trivial, each point-in-beam test is reduced to a point-in-circle
test, in the plane passing through the point and perpendicular to the beam’s axis. Having
the CSG representation of the hub and the analytical expressions for the surfaces allows
fast and accurate PMC.
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9.2 Minimum distance query
In general, to measure the distance from a reference point P to the boundary of a solid, one
has to cycle through all the faces, edges and vertices of the solid, measuring the distance of
P from each of them, and then pick the closest projection.
For a quador hub, if P is an external point, then we only need to do the point-to-face
calculations, and not the point-to-edge and point-to-vertex calculations. This is because
there are no edges or vertices that are (strictly) convex. The point-to-face calculation is
easier for quadors than for general quadrics, as it is reduced to a 2D problem of point-to-
conic calculation [111] in the plane containing the point P and the axis of the quador.
If P is an internal point, then we do need to do all the point-to-edge and point-to-vertex
calculations, in addition to the point-to-face ones. But on a quador hub, all edges are conics,
and a point-to-conic calculation is easier than a point-to-spline calculation (though it’s still
fairly difficult).
9.3 Ray intersection
Computing the intersection of a ray with a hub using the Brep of the hub would require
point-in-face tests on curved faces bounded by curved edges. These tests may be compu-
tationally expensive. We therefore suggest that we either intersect the ray with the CSG
primitives and use the CSG expression of the hub to compute the actual intersections [112,
38], or we use the CST representation of the hub, wherein we first compute the candidate
intersections of a ray with each of the quador surfaces and then test each of these candidates
for containment inside the trimming polyhedron the corresponding surface. If the point is
inside the trimming polyhedron then it is a valid intersection point.
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9.4 Planar slicing
Given a plane L, we compute its intersection with a hub as follows. We first compute
the intersection of plane L with each of the quador surfaces including that of the hub’s ball
[36]. As we have only quador surfaces, we get only conic intersection curves (Fig. 9.1). We
then trim each intersection curve by the trimming polyhedron of the corresponding surface.
Note that some intersection curves might be trimmed away completely as they lie outside
the trimming polyhedron. Having a CST representation of the hub and quador surfaces for
beams allows fast and accurate computation of planar slices.
Figure 9.1: Slicing of a quador hub.
9.5 Volume decomposition
The CST representation of a hub decomposes it in to convex pieces. Each piece is the
intersection of a quador half-space with multiple linear half-space. Fig. 9.2 This convex
decomposition may be useful in several applications [113, 114], e.g. volume meshing,
collision detection, and skeleton extraction.
9.6 Surface meshing
The Brep of a hub decomposes its surface into a spherical surface trimmed by loops of
circular edges and several quador surfaces, each trimmed by loops of conic edges. These
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Figure 9.2: Decomposition of a hub into convex pieces. The rightmost subfigure shows the
convex piece belonging to the magenta half-beam of the hub on the left.
edges may be useful in constraint meshing of each of the faces of the hub. For example,
if we assume that a half-beam doesn’t stick out of another (i.e. two half-beams don’t
intersect in a loop-edge), then the face of a half-beam will have a cylindrical topology with
two loops, one on each of its ends. One of these two loops is a circle in the split-plane
of the half-beam, and the other is either a circle in the contact-plane of the half-beam or
is a loop of conic edges, each conic edge on the intersection of this half-beam’s surface
with the surface of the ball or another half-beam of the hub. This face may then be meshed




Additive manufacturing (AM) or 3D printing is making it possible to fabricate parts with
unprecedented structural complexity and optimized mechanical properties. It does so by
allowing precise control over the distribution of material across the part. Hence, instead
of a lump of material, engineers model the interior of a part (or the part itself) as a lattice
of a large number (billions to trillions) of micro scale elements with complex connectivity.
Often these elements are designed as beams that interconnect at nodes to form a lattice.
Then by controlling the shape, size and connectivity of each of these beams and nodes, the
lattices exhibit material properties that are superior to a homogeneous lump of material.
Therefore, to realize the transformational promise of AM, the Solid Modeling community
must address the challenges associated with the design and processing of such large and
complex lattices.
Balancing design freedom and computational complexity is challenging, more so when
the goal is to design a lattice of trillions of beams with complex connectivity. While we
make several specific contributions to the design and processing of lattices, our underlying
principle is to hit that sweet spot, wherein our solutions offer enough degrees of freedom
for designing a useful class of lattices, and yet keep the computational cost at check.
We first focus on the design of lattice beams. To a very large extent, lattices are mod-
eled with beams that are cylinders and cones, and each beam connects two nodes, that are
modeled as spheres. To improve the structural performance, these beams are often modeled
as cone beams [16], wherein the surface of a beam connects smoothly with that of the two
balls connected by that beam. While controlling the position, size, and connectivity of each
of the cone beams does provide a reasonable freedom to a designer, a potent way to expand
this freedom is to let the designer control the shape of the beams. Towards that we propose
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a family of beams called quador beams. This family includes cone beams and offers a
much larger variety of shapes than cone beams, and yet like a cone beam, each beam in
this family is bound by a surface of only degree 2. We provide an intuitive scheme with
simple expressions to construct and control the shape of a quador beam. In our scheme, the
user controls the shape of a beam by just shrinking or growing a third ball in the middle of
the two balls connected by that beam. Compared to a cone beam, whose shape is implicit
from its two balls, a quador beam provides the necessary decoupling to control the shape of
the beam independent of its two balls. Furthermore, the number of control parameters per
beam is just one. Having less parameters to tweak makes it viable to fine tune them in an
iterative procedure to optimize the lattice. We show that the quador beams give designers
more control to optimize the strength/weight or surface-area/volume ratios of a lattice for
intended applications.
We then focus on the lattices of quador beams. We may consider the solid model of
a lattice as a union of balls and beams. While the intersection between two beams not
incident on a ball of the lattice is undesirable, intersection between beams incident on the
same ball is useful to strengthen the junction of beams forming at that ball, and to distribute
the stresses evenly. With this understanding, we propose a new decomposition of the solid
model of a lattice. We first split each beam into two half-beams, define a hub as the union of
a ball and half-beams incident on that ball, and then decompose the lattice into an assembly
of hubs. Furthermore, we assume that the hubs in a lattice are pairwise disjoint, and we
call such a lattice a clean lattice. We discuss several advantages of this decomposition in
processing a lattice of quador beams.
In a clean lattice, hubs are disjoint, but beams of a hub may intersect with the ball of the
hub and with each other. Computing intersections of their surfaces reliably and accurately
is a challenge. For example, two quadric surfaces in general intersect in degree 4 curves
that are represented approximately by spline curves, leading to the well known problem of
”cracks” in solid models [115]. We report the special property of two quador half-beams
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of a hub, that their surfaces intersect in conic, i.e. planar curves. This is remarkable, as
for conic curves we have exact analytic and parametric representations, thus avoiding the
problem of ”cracks”.
Another useful aspect of a clean lattice is that a query, e.g. PMC, may be distributed
(for parallel processing) on its hubs. Furthermore, to accelerate querying on a single hub,
we propose three representations of a hub, such that each of the representations is more
suitable to perform certain queries. These three representations, namely the CSG, the CST
and the Brep of a hub are special in their own way. The CSG is a union of simple primitives,
a sphere and quador half-beams, hence PMC queries can be distributed to these primitives.
The CST is the union of interior disjoint chunks, each chunk is a convex solid bounded
by a quador surface and by planes separating it from other chunks. Such a decomposition
is useful in volume meshing of the hub. Finally, the Brep has the exact geometry of the
underlying curves and surfaces as opposed to their polygonal approximations. It has only
quadric surfaces and conic edges, which are simpler to process than spline curves and
surfaces. We provide the data structures and the algorithms to compute and query the
geometry and the topology of each of these representations.
Though exact in terms of the geometry of the underlying curves and surfaces, the com-
putation of the Brep of a hub may develop topological inaccuracies due to numerical round-
off errors. We propose a simple and numerically robust method to compute the correct
topology of a hub. In our method, we associate a polyhedral trimming complex with the
hub. Each polyhedron of this complex trims the ball or a beam of the hub. We propose
to use the topology of this complex in relation to the hub to infer the topology of the hub.
In our simplified approach, we only deal with signs of numbers with non-nested square
roots and we discuss efficient ways to compute them precisely. In short, we compute the
boundary on each quadric surface as an arrangement of linear half-spaces on that surface,
which is much simpler to compute than the arrangement of quadric half-spaces on a quadric
surface.
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Distributing a query over hubs may suffice for processing lattices with millions of hubs,
but for lattices with several billions or trillions of hubs, we may need a way to process them
without querying all of their hubs. For that we propose a special class of lattices called the
steady lattices. One of the special properties of a steady lattice is that its hubs are arranged
into rows (patterns) such that hubs in a row are related by similarity transforms. Further-
more, each hub in a row is related to the previous hub in that row by the same similarity
transform. We call such rows steady rows of hubs. This property may be exploited to
identify a smaller set of candidate hubs per row, instead of performing a query on all the
hubs in each of the rows. Accelerated identification of these candidate hubs is covered
in a parallel research by my colleague Kelsey Kurzeja [116]. In this thesis, we provide
closed-form expressions for accelerated computing of the mass properties, such as surface
area, volume, and centroid of a steady lattice. This is crucial, as these lattices are often
optimized to reduce the weight of the part, while maintaining the required strength. We ex-
perimentally demonstrate that for a lattice with n× n× n hubs, we reduced computational
complexity from O(n3) to O(n2). Finally, we suggest methods to efficiently perform fun-
damental geometric queries, such as PMC, minimum distance, or planar slicing on a hub,
taking advantage of the special properties of quador beams and of the three representations
(CSG, CST, Brep) of the hub.
Research reported in this thesis lay foundation for several new research opportunities in
future. For example, bent beams, i.e. beams with curved instead of straight spine. Recall
that though a quador beam has a curved profile compared to the straight profile of a cone
beam, it still has a straight spine (axis) like a cone beam. Hence bent beams will further
expand the range of beams for lattices. One of the ways to create a bent beam is to model
its bounding surface as a cyclide [117] that is tangent to three given spheres. Such beams
may be useful in modeling woven lattice structures. Of course computing and processing
intersection of two cyclide surfaces would be challenging.
Another research opportunity is to develop multi-level or hierarchical lattices [118,
123
119]. We may create a multi-level lattice by replacing each of the balls and beams of a
coarse level lattice by a ball or beam shaped lattice thus creating a lattice with two levels,
coarse and medium. We may repeat this process with the balls and beams of the medium
level lattice, to create a lattice with three levels, coarse, medium and fine, and so on to
create lattices with multiple levels. A possible way to create such a multi-level lattice is
to start with a steady lattice with fine elements and define filters to remove its balls and
beams in an ordered manner, so as to create a medium level pattern of fine lattice elements.
Then repeat this process to create coarse pattern of medium pattern of fine lattice elements,
and so on to create more levels. Multi-level lattices have shown mechanical properties [30,
120] superior to that of single level lattices. The challenges are to develop a simple and
intuitive procedure to let the designer specify these filters for the indented patterns, and to
process [121] such lattices efficiently.
One more research opportunity is the blending of sharp intersection between two quador
beams of a hub. Fehmi Cirak and Malcolm Sabin has published a small note [122] on cre-
ating this blend with a quadric surface. While it certainly smoothens intersection between
two beam surfaces, two blend surfaces may again intersect sharply. Hence, A possible ex-
tension to this work would be to recursively blend the sharp intersection between two blend
surfaces. Other possible opportunities may include, design of lattices that deviate from be-
ing a steady lattice minimally to be conforming to a surface, accelerated slicing and tool
path generation for 3D printing of lattices, closed-form computation of the mass properties
a hub instead of a close approximation (Sec. 8.2).
The contributions made in this thesis may help engineers design lattices with a large
variety of quador (curved profile) beams, define and construct these beams easily, repre-
sent and process lattices of these beams accurately, construct a wide range of enormously
large steady lattices of quador beams, and process them fast. This research was carried out
under DARPA’s TRAnsformative DESign (TRADES) project. Together with our partners,
namely Siemens, Xerox PARC, and University of Michigan, we developed foundational
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math to support enormously large and complex lattices for AM, contributed to solving sev-
eral of DARPA’s challenge problems including some problems from NASA, and delivered
several state of the art tools to DARPA. We hope that our contributions may bring about
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A well-known theorem of Brianchon (Sec. 3.9 in [123]) states that for a quadrilateral with
an inscribed conic, the lines connecting the points of tangency on pairs of opposite edges
and the two diagonals of the quadrilateral intersect in a common point. A more general
result is given by Salmon in Art. 264 of [27]. Salmon extends Brianchon’s results to the
case of a conic quadrilateral, i.e. a quadrilateral whose opposite edges are segments of
the same conic. Fig. B.1, illustrate Brianchon’s original theorem (left) and its extension to
conic quadrilaterals (right).
Figure B.1: Brianchon’s theorem and its extension
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APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF THE PARAMETERS OF A SWIRL MOTION AND A SCREW
MOTION













we compute the parameters describing the swirl-motion:






defined by a special decomposition of the similarity S = Fn·F−10 into the commutative
product, D·R, of a dilation D, by a scaling factor m about fixed point F and a rotation R,





V is rotated about
−→
N , its tip traces an arc in a plane perpendicular to
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N ). Hence, if frame F0 rotates to frame Fn about
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Since one of the values above may be zero, and knowing that the values of α1, α2 and
α3 are all in [−π, π], we compute the angle of rotation α as:
α = max(α1, α2, α3) (C.5)
We compute the scaling factor m as:
m = sn/s0 (C.6)


















































N ) = (cx− sy)
−→









































Ks) = m, we use Eq. C.7 to solve for z:
x =
u(mc− 1) + v(ms)
(mc− 1)2 + (ms)2
, y =
v(mc− 1)− u(ms)


















Then, the fixed point is:





















and a point F on the axis-of-rotation of the screw-motion is computed by substituting
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